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Commissioner’s foreword
It was a great honour to be named the 22nd Commissioner of the
NSW Police Force in April this year. It is a privilege to lead the more
than 20,000 members of NSW Police Force dedicated to making the
community of NSW safer.
Since I was appointed I have focused on the task of reshaping this
organisation for the future. The creation of five deputy commissioner
positions has provided the backbone of that ongoing change.
Recognising that regional NSW needs a different model of service
delivery to ensure the same access to police services that communities
in the metropolitan areas receive, we established the position of Deputy
Commissioner, Regional NSW Field Operations, as well as Deputy
Commissioner, Metropolitan Field Operations.
We have also created two new specialist operational commands led by
the Deputy Commissioner, Investigations & Counter Terrorism, and the
Deputy Commissioner, Specialist Support.
The position of Deputy Commissioner, Corporate Services will continue
to provide the high level administrative support services required by
frontline police.

Commissioner Michael Fuller APM
at the 2017 Anzac Day commemorations

At the core of these changes is the principle of putting the community at
the forefront of everything we do, and moving resources to where they
are needed to drive down crime. These changes will continue in the
coming year and I will ensure that all stakeholders, most importantly the
community, are closely consulted.

Notwithstanding the changes being made to the structure of the NSW Police Force, the business of protecting the
community and reducing violence, crime and the fear of crime will always come first.
With this in mind, we are leveraging our continued investment in technology to make sure police are better
equipped to deal with any situation, and we are delivering contemporary training, including the rollout of active
armed offender training.
The NSW Police Force continues to be one of the world’s leading law enforcement agencies and, along with our
government and non-government partners, we have contributed to continuing reductions in crime rates.
I would like to acknowledge former Commissioner Andrew Scipione AO, APM who retired on 2 April 2017.
Commissioner Scipione served the community of NSW and the NSW Police Force for almost 37 years, with over
nine years of distinguished service as Commissioner of Police.
As we move into a new reporting year, I look forward to engaging with and consulting communities across the
state as we work together to ensure a peaceful and safe NSW.

Michael Fuller APM
Commissioner of Police
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Our organisation
Our charter
The NSW Police Force operates under the Police Act 1990 and the Police Regulation 2015.
The Night Watch was formed by Governor Arthur Phillip in 1789 to guard Sydney Town. It was the first civilian
police force in Australia. In 1862 all Watch Teams were combined under the Police Regulation Act 1862 to form
the NSW Police Force. That Act was later replaced by the Police Regulation Act 1899. In June 1987, the NSW
Police Force (which was responsible for police operations) and the NSW Police Department (which was
responsible for police policy and administration) were amalgamated.
Today, the NSW Police Force has 20,667 employees: 16,649 police officers and 4,018 civilian staff.
In the 2016-17 financial year, the NSW Government funding contributions to the NSW Police Force
were $3.356 billion.

Our aim and objectives
The NSW Police Force envisions a safe and secure New South Wales with police and the community working
together to reduce violence, crime and fear.
We serve more than 7.8 million people (approximately 32% of Australia’s total population).
We respond to crime, emergencies and other calls for assistance by land, air and sea. We investigate crime,
detect and prosecute offenders. We patrol identified crime hot spots, provide a police presence at public events
and contribute to the security of critical infrastructure. We patrol roads, waterways and public transport corridors,
and investigate major traffic crashes.

NSW Police Force organisational chart
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Our organisation (continued)

Our police regions
Seventy-six local area commands (LAC) operate from 432 police stations delivering policing services to
communities. Specialist commands complement the general duties operational capability, covering land,
sea and air operations.

1 Central Metropolitan Region
Area
Resident population*
Number of police officers
Number of administrative staff

4 Southern Region
Area
Resident population*
Number of police officers
Number of administrative staff

199,443.07km
990,997
1,426
151

2 South West Metropolitan Region
2
Area
3,637.93km
Resident population*
1,498,677
Number of police officers
1,968
Number of administrative staff
180

5 Northern Region
Area
Resident population*
Number of police officers
Number of administrative staff

70,114.78km
1,632,487
2,086
189

3 North West Metropolitan Region
2
Area
6,254.98km
Resident population*
1,914,557
Number of police officers
2,018
Number of administrative staff
189

6 Western Region
Area
Resident population*
Number of police officers
Number of administrative staff

520,382.57km
541,667
1,152
153

2

541.23km
1,219,405
2,166
188

2

2

2

* Region population estimates have been derived by taking each region's share of the NSW population. The figures above do
not include staff (police and administrative) who are centrally managed but deployed throughout the regions in specialist and
corporate roles to provide investigative support, radio communications, call centres, forensic services, complaints and
employee management, air and sea policing, specialist surveillance, canine and mounted support, media and public relations,
counter terrorism and major crime investigation, police prosecutions, technology support, occupational health and safety, injury
management, education and training, human resource support and asset management. The figures above represent actual
police strength as at 30 June 2017. These figures will vary from month to month and year to year. Actual strength across the
NSW Police Force has increased from 16,627 in 2015-16 to 16,649 in 2016-17.
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Our governance structure
The Commissioner has primary responsibility for the day to day governance of the organisation and is
responsible to the Minister for Police for the overall direction and performance of the NSW Police Force. The
Commissioner’s Executive Team is the peak decision making body and its role includes:
•
•
•
•
•

developing and implementing the overall
strategic direction of the NSW Police Force
planning for the future
managing organisational reform
achieving NSW government priorities
ensuring compliance with external and
internal controls and processes

•

•
•

monitoring and measuring corporate
performance against NSW Police Force
Corporate Plan 2016-18 targets
and expectations
setting budgets and monitoring financial
performance
reporting to government.

Members of the Commissioner’s Executive Team
Chair: Commissioner of Police
Members: Deputy Commissioner Metropolitan Field Operations, Deputy Commissioner Regional NSW Field
Operations, Deputy Commissioner Investigations & Counter Terrorism, Deputy Commissioner Specialist Support,
Deputy Commissioner Corporate Services
Associate members: Representatives from Metropolitan Field Operations, Regional NSW Field Operations,
Investigations & Counter Terrorism, Specialist Support and Corporate Services on rotation for six months
Ex-officio member: Director, Public Affairs Branch
Commissioner Michael Fuller APM joined the NSW Police Force in 1987 and was appointed Commissioner of
Police in April 2017. He holds a Graduate Diploma of Executive Leadership (Australian Institute of Police
Management) and a Diploma of Applied Policing (Charles Sturt University) and a number of diplomas and
certificates in leadership and management.
Deputy Commissioner Metropolitan Field Operations, Jeffrey Loy APM joined the NSW Police Force in 1982
and was promoted to Deputy Commissioner in May 2017. He has several post graduate qualifications including a
Master of Business Administration (MBA) from the University of Queensland and was awarded the University of
Queensland, Director’s Leadership Award for 2008.
Deputy Commissioner Regional NSW Field Operations, Gary Worboys APM joined the NSW Police Force in
1982 and was promoted to Deputy Commissioner in May 2017. His qualifications include a Master in Public
Policy and Administration.
Deputy Commissioner Investigations & Counter Terrorism, David Hudson APM joined the NSW Police
Force in 1981 and was promoted to Deputy Commissioner in February 2013. He is a graduate of the FBI National
Academy and holds a Master of Public Policy & Administration and a Graduate Certificate in Criminology.
Deputy Commissioner Specialist Support, Catherine Burn APM joined the NSW Police Force in 1984 and
was promoted to Deputy Commissioner in July 2010. Her qualifications include a Bachelor of Arts, an honours
degree in Psychology, a Master of Management and the Department of Premier & Cabinet Executive
Development Program (2004).
Acting Deputy Commissioner Corporate Services, Peter Gallagher APM joined the NSW Police Force in
1976 and was Acting Deputy Commissioner Corporate Services on 30 June 2017. He holds a number of postgraduate qualifications, including a Master of Arts (Terrorism, Safety and Security) and a Master of Leadership
and Management (Policing).

A culture of ethical and lawful behaviour
Our Ethics & Integrity Framework complies with Part 2 of the Government Sector Employment Act 2013 which
establishes a legal requirement for all employees in public sector agencies to act ethically in the public interest.
Our framework seeks to ensure ethics are incorporated into all aspects of policing, making ethical behaviour,
practices and decision making a part of daily routine which is supported by a range of policies and initiatives that
promote a culture resistant to corruption, misconduct and internal fraud.
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Year in Review
Metropolitan Field Operations
As part of the NSW Police Force’s re-engineering process, Metropolitan Field Operations
was formed on 28 May 2017 and is led by Deputy Commissioner Jeffrey Loy, who was
promoted at the same time. Metropolitan Field Operations comprises the NSW Police
Force’s three metropolitan regions and about 6,150 sworn and 560 unsworn officers. The
frontline of the Force, they provide public visibility through proactive and responsive
community-based policing and conduct operations to target mid-level and serious crime.
Deputy Commissioner Loy was tasked with the consolidation of local area commands
and has set out a strategic plan to achieve a range of enhancements and efficiencies
including improved response times, greater capability for proactive policing and the
targeting and investigation of mid-level crime, development opportunities for police across
the constable and sergeant ranks, and increased compliance. This will occur by placing
Deputy Commissioner
policing resources according to demand and opportunity, recognising major growth areas,
Jeffrey Loy APM
and in doing so provide a model of frontline policing that will deliver into the future. This is
a significant body of work that continues in the 2017-18 financial year.
Among Central Metropolitan Region’s most high profile operations was Strike Force Cliftonville, which saw
Redfern Region Enforcement Squad (RES) investigators seize nearly 90kg of ice, with a street value of almost
$45 million, and $1.4 million in cash in July 2016. Four men were charged with supply prohibited drug large
commercial quantity. Redfern RES also delivered strong results with Strike Force Grassy, targeting the cultivation
and distribution of cannabis across Sydney. Investigators conducted 23 search warrants, seized and destroyed
2,408 plants and made 20 arrests over the past year.
North West Metropolitan Region’s Operation Countdown continued to target property related crime in Sydney’s
north-west. One of its recent arrests led to the recovery of $80,000 worth of property, mainly tradespersons’ tools.
South West Metropolitan Region officers planned and managed the policing response to major events within the
Sydney Olympic Park precinct, including the Royal Easter Show, the NRL grand final and State of Origin matches
and soccer matches featuring English clubs, as well as regular sports matches, concerts and festivals. On
occasions, multiple venues were in use bringing more than 140,000 people to the precinct.
As Corporate Sponsor for Cultural Diversity, Deputy Commissioner Loy has overseen the implementation of plain
English apprehended domestic violence orders to improve victims’ and offenders’ understanding of the process,
increase victim safety and reduce breaches. With the influx of refugees into metropolitan communities, extensive
work has occurred with peak settlement services to minimise contact by new arrivals with the justice system.

Regional NSW Field Operations
Regional NSW Field Operations was formed on 28 May 2017 with the promotion of
Deputy Commissioner Gary Worboys as part of the re-engineering process in recognition
of the unique challenges involved in policing remote, rural and regional communities. It
comprises the NSW Police Force’s three non-metropolitan regions.
Southern Region commands ran several successful large drug investigations using funds
from the Recovered Assets Pool. The Hume LAC’s Strike Force Trinculo targeted drug
suppliers with links to outlaw motorcycle gangs (OMCG), arresting 52 people for more
than 600 offences. The Lake Illawarra and Wollongong LAC strike forces Worra and
Blume identified 75 targets, seized over 7kg of ice, cocaine and MDMA, and charged
several offenders with supplying large commercial quantities of illicit drugs.
Deputy Commissioner
Gary Worboys APM

Northern Region officers from Tweed/Byron LAC worked alongside Homicide Squad
detectives and Queensland police in Strike Force Faringdon after the burnt body of a
woman was found in Dulguigan in August 2016. Officers interviewed a large number of
people, reviewed CCTV footage and examined exhibits, resulting three offenders being charged with murder.
During extreme weather conditions in January 2017, Northern Region’s Central Hunter LAC was subject to three
deliberately lit bushfires. Fires at two locations burned out of control for hours, causing mass evacuations of
surrounding residential and industrial areas. Police arrested two offenders including a retained firefighter.
Western Region hosts numerous large scale events including the two-week Tamworth Country Music Festival,
which saw 250 police deployed over two weeks, and the Bathurst 1000 touring car race, which saw more than
250 police deployed over its five days, policing crowds of up to 207,000 people. Western Region investigations
included Strike Force Byatt, which saw a man sentenced in July 2016 to 35 years’ gaol for the shooting murder of
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an environment officer, and Strike Force Kalkadoon, which saw infamous fugitives Gino and Mark Stocco
captured and sentenced in March 2017. Ice suppliers and distributors were targeted by Orana LAC’s Strike Force
Eurong, which saw 13 offenders charged with 54 offences, and Barwon LAC’s Strike Force Sassafra, which saw
four offenders charged with 26 charges.
Darling River LAC rural crime initiative Operation High Ground involved 386 proactive patrols of rural back roads
in the past year, targeting hot spots for stock theft, illegal hunting, trespass and other illegal activity. There has
been a subsequent marked improvement in the confidence of the rural community to report crime.

Investigations & Counter Terrorism
Under Deputy Commissioner David Hudson, Investigations & Counter Terrorism was
established on 1 May 2017 when it comprised State Crime Command, Counter Terrorism
& Special Tactics, Special Services Group and Forensic Services Group.
The Child Abuse Squad’s Strike Force Darley examined Go Pro footage seized by Police
Transport Command officers to identify seven men present during or directly involved in
the aggravated sexual assault of a 16-year-old girl in western Sydney. Four of the men
pleaded guilty in June 2017 while the other three were subsequently convicted.

Deputy Commissioner
David Hudson APM

An investigation by the Sex Crimes Squad’ s Strike Force Longfield into the female
genital mutilation on two girls under 10 was finalised in May 2017 when a solicitor and
community leader pleaded guilty to acting with intent to pervert the course of justice. The
children’s mother, a religious leader and the circumciser had previously been convicted.

The Fraud & Cybercrime Squad’s Strike Force Ravens examined hundreds of insurance
claims to establish the involvement of organised crime in fraudulent CTP claims, leading to 16 people being
charged with over 160 offences in relation to combined fraud of $13.7 million. The ongoing investigation saved
the CTP scheme about $220 million in the first four months of 2017. The Homicide Squad’s Strike Force Norburn
investigation into the 2009 murders of five members of the Lin family in North Epping ended in February with in a
life sentence being handed down by the Supreme Court after three aborted trials.
The Property Crime Squad led Strike Force Jardine, which dismantled a criminal syndicate that was stealing,
dismantling and exporting Toyota vehicles. Five people were arrested with four receiving custodial sentences and
$800,000 worth of motor vehicles were recovered. The Robbery & Serious Crime Squad’s Strike Force Soren
used extensive electronic and physical surveillance and source recruitment throughout a 20-month investigation
into a series of armed robberies in the Coffs/Clarence and Mid North Coast LACs.
The Drugs Squad’s Strike Force Okesi smashed a cocaine importation ring on Christmas Day 2016, after a twoyear joint investigation into a commercial fishing operation that has seen 1107kg of cocaine seized. The arrest
phase saw 14 search warrants executed and 13 men charged. The Firearms Squad’s Strike Force Eddenville
was formed the day after 50 firearms and a large quantity of ammunition were stolen from a storage company in
Newcastle in December. Search warrants located 33 firearms and four offenders were charged.
The Gangs Squad’s Strike Force Raptor launched Strike Force Ingot to target the Rebels OMCG’s Burwood
chapter. Joint investigations with the Homicide and Drug squads have seen the criminal group disbanded with 48
suspects being charged on 74 occasions with 336 offences including murder, attempted murder, public place
shootings, commercial drug supply, commercial fraud, kidnapping and firearms supply.
The Middle Eastern Organised Crime Squad’s Strike Force Kentgrove used targeted, overt policing and
suppression strategies, including the use of firearms prohibition orders and compliance monitoring, to respond to
an escalation in violence between crime networks operating in south west Sydney. Interstate law enforcement
agencies, the Australian Taxation Office, Fair Trading and State Debt Recovery Office were involved. Twenty
offenders have been arrested on 66 charges, and officers have seized firearms, explosives, drugs and cash.
The Organised Crime Squad’s Strike Force Fairlawn concluded in 2016 after four years having uncovered an
international drug importation, distribution, money laundering and illegal gaming syndicate. The Organised Crime
Squad launched a joint operation with the NSW Crime Commission and the FBI spanning Australia, the United
States and Mexico, resulting in 33 arrests and the seizure of 160kg of cocaine.
Forensic Services Group (FSG) supported reforms to drug exhibit management, delivering seven sites across
NSW for sub-sampling of illicit drugs, lowering costs, freeing police time and reducing risks to officer safety. FSG
also delivered 69 narcotic identification devices to frontline, specialist and investigative police.

Specialist Support
Under the leadership of Deputy Commissioner Catherine Burn, Specialist Support commands contribute
technical expertise to police operations, provide communications and legal support, and promote safety on our
roads, public transport and at public events.
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A range of legislative and procedural reforms are contributing to swifter, fairer and more
efficient court outcomes. Prosecution services have moved to a practice management
model, working with local area commands to achieve specific crime reduction objectives.
Improved screening of briefs of evidence and the use of audio visual links to adduce
evidence in court have seen thousands of police shifts returned to the front line and many
civilian witnesses spared attending court, without compromising the rate of convictions.
Work has continued with our surface transport partners to refine the intelligence-driven
deployment model, increasing the police presence on public transport and providing a
safer environment for commuters in metropolitan and regional areas. Sexual and
indecent assaults have been a specific focus.

Deputy Commissioner
Catherine Burn APM

This year saw our corporate Facebook page register over one million 'likes', part of a
social media strategy that has extended the reach of our public safety messaging.
Traditional and new media have been used for campaigns supporting the commercial
explosives amnesty, national firearms amnesty and cold case investigations.

Preparatory work began in support of the police radio network. Radio terminals within the Greater Metropolitan
area are being upgraded and digitisation is underway of the Western Region, which will allow for encryption and
improve the quality of radio transmissions.
Roadside drug testing was expanded with a record 101,458 tests completed, while 2016-17 saw the deployment
of improved vehicle technology to detect driving offences and dome cams to help manage incidents, as well as
targeted enforcement campaigns and intelligence-based deployments of highway patrol police.
The Domestic Violence Safety Assessment Tool was implemented as an improved means by which police can
assess and respond to the risk of domestic violence victimisation.
The Firearms Amnesty and the Explosives Amnesty removed potentially dangerous items from circulation. They
supplemented sustained investigative efforts to identify and respond to terrorism threats. The NSW Police Force
has continued to refine its training and tactics to bring terrorism suspects before the courts.

Corporate Services
Corporate Services commands provide information technology, education and training,
finance and business management, human resource management, health and welfare
and civil legal support. Assistant Commissioner Peter Gallagher was the Acting Deputy
Commissioner Corporate Services on 30 June 2017.

Acting Deputy
Commissioner
Peter Gallagher APM

Education & Training Command produced 516 probationary constables with practical
training enhanced by upgrades to the scenario village, which now includes a train station,
train and bus interchange. Probationer and practitioner development has been enhanced
with online training. By the end of 2017, active armed offender training will have been
delivered to all eligible police in NSW. The management and distribution of new
multi-threat body armour to operational police will better protect them from bladed
weapons and has enhanced operational safety.

A memorandum of understanding was signed with the Police Association of NSW
regarding the ongoing application and use of the Workforce Optimisation Solution for
Policing, which has been used in conjunction with other workload and staffing analyses to
advise and inform workforce allocation decisions and to assist with positive resolution of industrial matters.
The Workforce Improvement Program (WIP) continued to deliver substantial benefits to all employees. The Your
Health Check initiative has assessed the physiological health of more than 11,000 employees with about 2,500
being referred to their doctor. Of those responding to follow-up, over 40% had implemented heath improvement
plans resulting in lower cholesterol and weight measurements.
Reconnect, a WIP initiative designed to improve employees’ psychological health, was independently reviewed
by Dr Simon Rosenbaum and Associate Professor Samuel Harvey from the University of NSW who found it had
delivered substantial and significant improvements in participants’ symptoms of PTSD and significant
improvement in their DASS (depression anxiety stress scales). Fitness Passport saw 1,696 employees and 4,432
family members join to obtain discounted use of gyms and pools around the state. In December 2016, the
Respectful Workplace Behaviours campaign was launched with a policy statement and guidelines, the Workplace
Equity Investigators Guide, posters and video messages about the importance of respectful and inclusive
workplaces. The campaign continued in 2017 and has included mandatory online training for all employees.
MobiPOL continued to increase capabilities and develop apps for police in the field. It has deployed 2,050
Samsung Note 4 and Note 5 mobile phones, while 550 devices funded by the Centre for Road Safety were
distributed to highway patrol officers. By June 2017, 504,252 infringement notices had been issued by MobiPOL
devices for traffic, parking, public transport and marine offences and, following the introduction of legislation in
November 2016, nearly 20,000 infringements notices had been issued by email.
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How we performed
The mission of the NSW Police Force, as set out in the Police Act 1990, is to work with the community to reduce
violence, crime and fear. Our Corporate Plan 2016-18 connects the guiding principles of the Directions in
Australia New Zealand Policing 2012-15 and the priorities of NSW 2021 to our command business plans and
senior officer performance agreements.
The performance indicators presented in this section are drawn from the NSW Police Force Corporate Plan
2016-18, which establishes six key performance areas for all of the NSW Police Force’s performance plans and
reports (crime, public safety, community and partners, people, systems and leadership). A copy of the plan is
available on the NSW Police Force website, www.police.nsw.gov.au, or by searching for ‘NSW Police Force
Corporate Plan’. Revisions to previous year’s statistics reflect updated investigations.

CRIME
We focus on reducing rates of crime, particularly violent crime. Frontline policing and the targeting of crime hot
spots and repeat offenders have contributed to crime levels across all major key indicators falling or remaining
stable.
Note that recorded crime statistics represent only those matters reported to police. A change in recorded crime
may reflect changes in the propensity to report to police.

TABLE1: NUMBER OF INCIDENTS RECORDED FOR CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTY
Incident category

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Break and enter – dwelling

38,749

34,746

32,795

30,469

28,969

Break and enter – non-dwelling

15,571

13,345

12,927

11,412

11,040

Malicious damage to property

80,763

71,589

65,521

63,552

62,262

Steal from motor vehicle

45,600

43,255

42,302

39,875

40,070

Motor vehicle theft

16,983

15,061

15,099

13,230

13,416

Steal from dwelling

21,637

21,968

22,374

20,936

20,786

Steal from person

7,680

6,571

5,936

5,354

4,705

22,159

20,745

21,386

22,827

24,053

Steal from retail store
Source: NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics & Research

CHART 1: NUMBER OF INCIDENTS RECORDED FOR BREAK AND ENTER, AND PROPERTY DAMAGE
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How we performed (continued)

CHART 2: NUMBER OF INCIDENTS RECORDED FOR CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTY
INVOLVING MOTOR VEHICLES
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CHART 3: NUMBER OF INCIDENTS RECORDED FOR CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTY INVOLVING
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2015-16

2016-17

STEAL FROM PERSON

TABLE 2: NUMBER OF INCIDENTS RECORDED FOR CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS
Incident category

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Assault – domestic violence related

28,044

29,075

29,084

29,305

28,639

Assault – non-domestic violence related

34,866

32,858

31,163

31,425

31,885

Robbery

4,325

3,767

3,190

2,375

2,359

Sexual assault

4,632

4,942

4,765

5,159

5,449

Source: NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics & Research
Note: A non-domestic violence assault is any assault that does not have an associated factor of domestic violence.

CHART 4: NUMBER OF INCIDENTS RECORDED FOR CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS
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How we performed (continued)

TABLE 3: RECORDED NON-DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ASSAULTS WHERE ALCOHOL WAS A FACTOR
Incident category

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

14,023

12,911

11,185

10,737

10,524

Assault (alcohol and non-domestic violence)

Source: NSW Police Force's Computerised Operational Policing System
Note: A non-domestic violence assault is any assault that does not have an associated factor of domestic violence.

CHART 5: RECORDED NON-DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ASSAULTS WHERE ALCOHOL WAS A FACTOR
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2016-17

PUBLIC SAFETY
We focus on reducing levels of antisocial behaviour and the community’s perception and fear of crime. The
community expects public spaces to be safe to use. Police patrols are extensive and focus on hot spots for
poor driving, crime and antisocial behaviour.

TABLE 4: CHARGES FOR EXCEEDING PRESCRIBED CONCENTRATION OF ALCOHOL, AND NUMBERS
OF INJURY CRASHES AND FATAL CRASHES
Incident category

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Exceed prescribed concentration of alcohol

20,268

20,230

19,161

18,620

17,206

Injury crashes

16,033

15,677

15,447

15,819

14,618

Fatal crashes

319

320

277

362

335

Source: NSW Police Force Traffic & Highway Patrol Command
Note: Revisions to previous year’s statistics reflect updated investigations.

CHART 6: CHARGES FOR EXCEEDING PRESCRIBED CONCENTRATION OF ALCOHOL
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Source: NSW Police Force Traffic & Highway Patrol Command
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How we performed (continued)

CHART 7: INJURY CRASHES
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Source: NSW Police Force Traffic & Highway Patrol Command

CHART 8: FATAL CRASHES
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2015-16

2016-17

TABLE 5: CONCERN ABOUT CRIME AND ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR IN LOCAL NEIGHBOURHOODS, NSW
NSW
2012-13
Lower - Upper
Limit
%

2013-14
Lower - Upper
Limit
%

2014-15
Lower - Upper
Limit
%

Australia
2015-16
Lower - Upper
Limit
%

2016-17
Lower - Upper
Limit
%

2016-17
Lower - Upper
Limit
%

Speeding cars
or dangerous
drivers

54.0

61.2

55.4

62.9

58.4

66.4

69.1

76.4

69.1

76.9

68.1

71.3

Graffiti or other
vandalism

40.8

48.0

40.4

48.1

39.6

47.8

44.2

53.0

41.1

50.9

41.5

45.2

Louts or gangs

23.1

29.4

22.2

28.9

19.0

26.4

23.8

32.0

23.2

31.9

23.9

27.2

Drunken or
disorderly
behaviour

36.5

43.6

33.9

41.6

29.5

37.4

33.6

42.1

32.3

42.0

31.9

35.5

Source: National Survey of Community Satisfaction with Policing (NSCSP) 2016-17
Note: The percentage shown is the sum of respondents who consider the issue to be a ‘major problem’ and ‘somewhat of a
problem’. Any survey estimate is subject to sample error – the smaller the sample, the larger the sample error. Rather than
report point estimates, results are presented as a range (the 95% confidence interval). This means there are 19 chances in 20
that the true value lies within the range. Perceptions are influenced by many factors, not necessarily related to the actual level
of crime and social disorder (e.g. media reporting and past personal experiences).
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How we performed (continued)

CHART 10: CONCERN ABOUT GRAFFITI
OR OTHER VANDALISM IN LOCAL
NEIGHBOURHOODS, NSW
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CHART 9: CONCERN ABOUT SPEEDING CARS
OR DANGEROUS AND NOISY DRIVING IN
LOCAL NEIGHBOURHOODS, NSW
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CHART 11: CONCERN ABOUT
LOUTS OR GANGS IN LOCAL
NEIGHBOURHOODS, NSW
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2015-16
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2016-17

Australia
2016-17
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CHART 12: CONCERN ABOUT DRUNKEN
OR DISORDERLY BEHAVIOUR IN LOCAL
NEIGHBOURHOODS, NSW
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2016-17
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Source: National Survey of Community Satisfaction with Policing (NSCSP) 2016-17
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2013-14

2016-17

Australia
2016-17

Lower limit

We focus on achieving safer public transport and public spaces. The targeted police presence on public transport
is intended to reduce antisocial behaviour and lead to safer use of public transport.

TABLE 6: FEELINGS OF SAFETY, NSW
NSW

Australia

2012-13
Lower Upper Limit
%

2013-14
Lower Upper Limit
%

2014-15
Lower Upper Limit
%

2015-16
Lower Upper Limit
%

2016-17
Lower Upper Limit
%

2016-17
Lower Upper Limit
%

On public transport
alone at night

40.8

49.8

40.7

51.3

43.0

54.5

41.5

54.5

38.8

52.6

42.2

47.8

Jogging/walking
alone at night

53.9

62.0

57.4

65.6

56.8

65.6

55.9

65.6

49.3

60.2

52.8

57.0

Source: National Survey of Community Satisfaction with Policing (NSCSP) 2016-17
Note: The percentage shown is the sum of respondents who reported feeling ‘very safe’ and ‘safe’. Any survey estimate is
subject to sample error – the smaller the sample, the larger the sample error. Rather than report point estimates, results are
presented as a range (the 95% confidence interval). This means that there are 19 chances in 20 that the true value lies within
the range.

CHART 14: FEELING SAFE WALKING/JOGGING
ALONE AT NIGHT, NSW
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CHART 13: FEELING SAFE ON PUBLIC
TRANSPORT ALONE AT NIGHT, NSW
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Source: National Survey of Community Satisfaction with Policing (NSCSP) 2016-17
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How we performed (continued)

COMMUNITY AND PARTNERS
We focus on increasing community confidence in police. Customer service initiatives and prompt, professional
responses to crime and safety issues are meeting community expectations.

TABLE 7: COMMUNITY CONFIDENCE IN POLICE
NSW

Australia

2012-13
Lower Upper Limit
%

2013-14
Lower Upper Limit
%

2014-15
Lower Upper Limit
%

2015-16
Lower Upper Limit
%

2016-17
Lower Upper Limit
%

2016-17
Lower Upper Limit
%

Satisfaction
with most
recent contact
with police

78.9

87.6

79.8

89.0

87.2

93.0

83.3

91.1

76.4

86.8

81.6

85.6

Have confidence
in police

80.7

87.0

84.3

90.0

89.3

93.7

81.7

89.3

81.4

88.5

84.2

86.9

Source: National Survey of Community Satisfaction with Policing (NSCSP) 2016-17
Note: The percentage shown is the sum of ‘very satisfied/strongly agree’ and ‘satisfied/agree’. Any survey estimate is subject to
sample error – the smaller the sample, the larger the sample error. Rather than report point estimates, results are presented as
a range (the 95% confidence interval). This means that there are 19 chances in 20 that the true value lies within the range.

CHART 16: COMMUNITY
CONFIDENCE IN POLICE, NSW
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CHART 15: SATISFACTION WITH MOST
RECENT CONTACT WITH POLICE, NSW
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Source: National Survey of Community Satisfaction with Policing (NSCSP) 2016-17
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2013-14

2016-17 Australia
2016-17

Lower limit

Response times
The community expects police to be available and capable of responding to calls for assistance within a
reasonable time.
a

TABLE 8: URGENT RESPONSE CALLS

Urgent response calls

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

121,666

121,493

122,322

131,972

128,266

79.8%

80.8%

78.7%

77.7%

78.1%

Percentage attended to within target time

Source: NSW Police Force EDW/CAD
a. Calls where there is an imminent threat to life or property. These can include calls to Triple Zero (000), calls to police stations
or radio calls from police in the field.

Complaint trends
a

TABLE 9: NSW POLICE FORCE CUSTOMER SERVICE COMPLAINTS

Customer service complaints

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

1,305

1,273

1,332

1,338

1,397

Source: NSW Police Force, Professional Standards Command
a. A complaint may contain more than one issue. For further information about issues raised in complaints, see Appendix 9.
Note: People under arrest and who are suspected of criminal activity are excluded from the definition of customers.

a

CHART 17: NSW POLICE FORCE CUSTOMER SERVICE COMPLAINTS
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Source: NSW Police Force, Professional Standards Command
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How we performed (continued)

PEOPLE
We focus on enhancing the capabilities of our staff and providing a safe and supportive work environment.

Police numbers and distribution
TABLE 10: POLICE NUMBERS, NSW, AS AT 30 JUNE
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Actual

16,371

16,466

16,693

16,627

16,649

Authorised positions

16,176

16,355

16,565

16,692

16,744

Source: NSW Police Force, Human Resources
Note: The number of authorised positions is the approved total number of police officer positions. The actual number of police
officers at any time may be higher or lower than the number of authorised positions since recruitment is planned to replace the
expected number of officers lost through attrition (due to resignation, retirement, discharge or other reasons).

Leave and turnover
Police officer turnover was 3.1% for 2016-17, up from 2.7% for 2015-16.
The total number of police officers over the maximum allowed accrued hours of annual leave was 1,407 (8.5% of
all officers), up from 1,308 in 2015-16 (7.9%).
The average number of hours lost per employee (sworn and administrative) due to unplanned absences (that is
sick leave and workplace injury leave) was 111 hours in 2016-17, up from 101 hours in 2015-16.
The average number of sick leave hours per employee was 57 hours during 2016-17, up slightly from 56 hours in
2015-16.
The number of hours lost per employee through workplace injury was 54 hours during 2016-17, up from 45 hours
in 2015-16.
Note: Data on unplanned absences is extracted at the same time each year to ensure comparability of data across time.
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SATISFACTION WITH POLICE
We aim to provide our people with the skills and direction to do an effective job.

TABLE 11: SATISFACTION WITH SERVICES PROVIDED BY POLICE, NSW
NSW
2012-13
Lower - Upper
Limit %
Satisfaction
with services
provided by police

72.0

78.9

2013-14
Lower - Upper
Limit %

69.9

76.9

Australia

2014-15
Lower - Upper
Limit %

74.1

2015-16
Lower - Upper
Limit %

81.1

70.7

79.1

2016-17
Lower - Upper
Limit %

66.1

76.3

2016-17
Lower - Upper
Limit %

71.5

Source: National Survey of Community Satisfaction with Policing (NSCSP) 2016-17
Note: The percentage shown is the sum of ‘very satisfied’ and ‘satisfied’. Any survey estimate is subject to sample error – the
smaller the sample, the larger the sample error. Rather than report point estimates, results are presented as a range (the 95%
confidence interval). This means that there are 19 chances in 20 that the true value lies within the range.

CHART 18: SATISFACTION WITH SERVICES PROVIDED BY POLICE, NSW
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Source: National Survey of Community Satisfaction with Policing (NSCSP) 2016-17
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75.3

Financial Summary
Major expenses
Total expenses including losses were $3,324.0 million. About 80.9% of this amount represented
employee related expenses ($2,689.2 million), with $1,980.7 million spent on salaries, wages and annual
leave entitlements. Employee related expenses decreased 11% from 2015-16. This consists of salaries,
wages and annual leave entitlements, Crown acceptance of certain employee related costs such as
superannuation and long service leave expenses, workers’ compensation insurance and other expenses.
Maintenance of property, plant and equipment totalled $40.1 million.

Contributions and revenue
Total contributions and revenue were $3,590.8 million, about 3.4% higher than 2015-16. This contribution
consists of recurrent grants, capital grants, Crown acceptance of certain employee related costs such as
superannuation, long service leave expenses, and other revenue. Capital grants were $168.6 million. Revenue
from the sale of goods and services was $41.4 million, about 4.3% higher than 2015-16.

Actual and budget expenditure ($’000)

20162017

$3,323,990
$3,428,054

20152016

$3,330,177

$3,637,102

$3,494,241
$3,418,869

20142015

$3,441,296
$3,393,207

20132014
20122013
20112012

$3,138,549
$3,305,997
$3,164,783
$3,203,719
Actual
Budget

Fiscal impact of the operating environment
Economic development and changes in the environment are often unpredictable and beyond the control of the
NSW Police Force. Events like droughts and emergencies can cause change in a community’s circumstances
and impact on NSW Police Force’s ability to deliver planned results. In 2016-17, there were no events which
affected the delivery of policing services.
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Total expenses and losses $3,324.0 million

Employee related
expenses
$2,689.2m (80.90%)

Other expenses
and losses
$22.5m (0.68%)

Other operating
expenses
$477.4m (14.36%)
Depreciation and
amortisation
$134.9m (4.06%)

Total contributions and revenue $3,590.8 million

Grants and
contributions $3229.6m
(89.94%)

Sale of goods and
services
$41.4m (1.15%)

Other revenue
$193.5m (5.39%)
Acceptance by Crown
$126.3m (3.52%)
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APPENDIX 1: NSW Police Force staff
Movements in wages, salaries and allowances
The Crown Employees (Police Officers 2014) Award provided an increase in salaries and allowances of 2.50% to all
non-executive police officers from 1 July 2016.
The Crown Employees (NSW Police Administrative Officers & Temporary Employees) Award 2009 provided an
increase in salaries and allowances of 2.50% to administrative officers from 1 July 2016.
Other groups such as medical officers and special constables were provided with similar pay increases in compliance
with the relevant industrial awards.

Summary of total strength details as at 30 June 2017
Employee
Police officers*
Administrative officers

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

16,371

16,467

16,693

16,627

16,649

3,721

3,656

3,936

3,950

4,018

194

206

0

0

0

20,286

20,329

20,629

20,577

20,667

Ministerial officers**
TOTAL

Source: NSW Police Force, SAP. * Includes officers on secondment to other public sector agencies. ** Proclamation of the Police
Legislation Amendment (Special Constables) Act 2013 occurred on 1 December 2014. From that date ministerial employment
ceased in the NSW Police Force. These staff are now employed as administrative officers under the Police Act 1990.

Strength details (police officers) as at 30 June 2017
Rank

Internal police

External seconded
external funded

External seconded
internal funded

TOTAL

2015-16

2016-17

2015-16

2016-17

2015-16

2016-17

2015-16

2016-17

20

18

0

0

0

0

20

18

899

901

2

3

1

0

902

904

3,084

3,117

10

12

2

2

3,096

3,131

Snr Cst, Cst
& Prb Cst

12,598

12,582

8

10

3

4

12,609

12,596

TOTAL

16,601

16,618

20

25

6

6

16,627

16,649

Executive officers*
Commissioned
officers#
Snr Sgt & Sgt

Source: NSW Police Force, SAP. * Includes officers at the rank of commissioner, deputy commissioner and assistant commissioner.
# Includes officers at the rank of superintendent and inspector.
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APPENDIX 1: NSW Police Force staff (continued)

Police senior executive service (PSES) officers
PSES

No of officers
June 2013

No of officers
June 2014

No of officers
June 2015

No of officers
June 2016

No of officers
June 2017

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Above 6

3

1

3

1

3

1

2

1

4

1

Level 6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Level 5

17

2

19

3

18

3

18

4

15

3

Level 4

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

Level 3

0

2

0

2

0

1

1

1

1

1

Level 2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Level 1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

21

6

23

7

22

5

22

6

21

5

Source: NSW Police Force, SAP

The average remuneration of senior executives
Band

Range

Average Remuneration 2016-17

Remuneration Level 8

$452,251 - $522,500

$508,519

Remuneration Level 7

$360,601 - $452,250

$406,743

Remuneration Level 6

$320,901 - $360,600

-

Remuneration Level 5

$278,151 - $320,900

$315,493

Remuneration Level 4

$255,051 - $278,150

$272,946

Remuneration Level 3

$224,601 - $255,050

$237,519

Remuneration Level 2

$209,401 - $224,600

-

Remuneration Level 1

$178,850 - $209,400

-

Source: NSW Police Force, SAP
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15

14

35

Senior sergeant
and sergeant

Constables (all)

TOTAL

17

Other

TOTAL

32

15

11

5

1

3

2

1

0

0

15-16

5

3

1

1

0

16-17

169

151

17

1

0

15-16

221

205

15

1

0

16-17

Resign

193

107

56

29

1

15-16

57

0

8

7

42

16-17

4

0

1

1

2

15-16

1

0

1

0

0

16-17

Death

169

0

61

21

87

15-16

172

0

56

12

104

16-17

Resign

17

0

4

2

11

15-16

13

0

2

1

10

16-17

Medically
unfit**

1

0

0

1

0

15-16

1

0

1

0

0

16-17

Appointment
annulment

1

0

0

1

0

15-16

0

0

0

0

0

16-17

0

0

0

0

0

15-16

5

0

4

0

1

15-16

4

0

0

0

4

16-17

9

8

1

0

0

10

0

1

1

8

15-16

14

0

0

0

14

16-17

Temporary

8

8

0

0

0

16-17

Dismissed
S80(3)tt
15-16

Dismissed

0

0

0

0

0

16-17

Appointment
annulment

Contract
terminated

216

114

67

34

1

16-17

Medically unfit**

39

0

5

5

29

15-16

48

0

9

5

34

16-17

0

0

0

0

0

15-16

0

0

0

0

0

15-16

0

0

0

0

0

16-17

14

11

0

0

0

0

0

15-16

3

0

0

15-16

0

0

0

0

0

16-17

0

0

0

0

0

15-16

6

0

0

2

4

16-17
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27
77
0

44
93
0

316

212

177

314

16-17

15-16

TOTAL

508

364

309
441

100

95

42

2

1
36

16-17

TOTAL

15-16

Voluntary
redundancy

20

15

4

1

0

16-17

Transfer

Secondment
to other
govt body

0

0

0

0

0

16-17

Contract
terminated

Secondment

5

4

1

0

0

16-17

Transfer

19

16

3

0

0

15-16

Removed
S181Dt

* Includes officers at the rank of commissioner, deputy commissioner and assistant commissioner.
# Includes officers at the rank of superintendent and inspector.
** Medically unfit may also include officers who have retired/resigned due to medical grounds.
tt Dismissal orders are served on constables appointed on probation. Dismissal orders made under section 80(3) of the Police Act 1990 can be the subject of review by the Industrial Relations
Commission. This may result in a variation in the recording of the method of separation from the NSW Police Force.
t Removal orders are served on confirmed police officers. Removal orders made under section 181D of the Police Act 1990 can be the subject of review by the Industrial Relations Commission.
This may result in a variation in the recording of the method of separation from the NSW Police Force. The date of the removal of an officer under section 181D is the date the Commissioner signs
that order. However for entitlement calculations the date of service of the order is used.
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0

12

Professional

Ministerial

39

15-16

Retire

Clerical

Category

6

Commissioned
officers#

16-17

Death

Administrative and ministerial officer separations 2016-17

0

15-16

Retire

Executive officers*

Rank

Police separations 2016-17

APPENDIX 2: Equal employment opportunity
Trends in equal employment opportunity (EEO) target groups
Percentage of total staff

1, 2

Benchmark
or target

2015

2016

2017

Women

50%

34.6%

34.8%

34.9%

Aboriginal people and Torres Strait Islanders

2.6%

3.1%

3.4%

3.5%

19.0%

8.7%

8.9%

8.3%

N/A

0.9%

0.9%

1.0%

1.5%

0.2%

0.2%

0.2%

EEO target group

People whose first language spoken as a child
was not English
People with a disability
People with a disability requiring work-related
adjustment

Source: NSW Department of Premier & Cabinet, Public Sector Workforce Profile 2017
1. Staff numbers are as at 30 June 2017
2. Excludes casual staff
Note: The benchmark of 50% for representation of women across the sector is intended to reflect the gender composition of the
NSW community.
The NSW Public Sector Aboriginal Employment Strategy 2014-17 introduced an aspirational target of 1.8% by 2021 for each of
the sector’s salary bands. If the aspirational target of 1.8% is achieved in salary bands not currently at or above 1.8%, the
cumulative representation of Aboriginal employees in the sector is expected to reach 3.3%.
A benchmark from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) Census of Population & Housing has been included for people
whose first language spoken as a child was not English. The ABS Census does not provide information about first language,
but does provide information about country of birth. The benchmark of 23.2% is the percentage of the NSW general population
born in a country where English is not the predominant language.
Work is underway to improve the reporting of disability information in the sector to enable comparisons with population data.
For this reason, no benchmark has been provided for People with a disability or for People with a disability requiring workrelated adjustment.

Distribution index

3

Benchmark
or target

2015

2016

2017

Women

100

94

94

95

Aboriginal people and Torres Strait Islanders

100

89

86

86

People whose first language spoken as a child
was not English

100

95

95

95

People with a disability

100

102

102

101

People with a disability requiring work-related
adjustment

100

104

104

107

EEO target group

Source: NSW Department of Premier & Cabinet, Public Sector Workforce Profile 2017
3: A distribution index score of 100 indicates that the distribution of members of the workforce diversity group across salary
bands is equivalent to that of the rest of the workforce. A score less than 100 means that members of the workforce diversity
group tend to be more concentrated at lower salary bands than is the case for other staff. The more pronounced this tendency
is, the lower the score will be. In some cases, the index may be more than 100, indicating that members of the workforce
diversity group tend to be more concentrated at higher salary bands than is the case for other staff. The distribution index is not
calculated when the number of employees in the workforce diversity group is less than 20 or when the number of other
employees is less than 20.
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Workforce diversity strategies
Through the implementation of diversity and inclusion strategies – including equal employment opportunities –
the NSW Police Force continues to build a safe, healthy and respectful workplace culture.
A number of initiatives were implemented and or progressed during the reporting period. They included:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

delivery of the Respectful & Inclusive Workplaces campaign, which included:
o the development and implementation of the Respectful Workplace Behaviours Policy
Statement and Respectful Workplace Behaviours Guidelines
o the development and implementation of the Workplace Equity Guide for Investigators
addressing bullying, discrimination and harassment, including sexual harassment
o the review and updating of the Workplace Relations & Equity Unit intranet to include campaign
material, tools and resources accessible to commanders, managers and employees
o the production of a number of video messages from all respective corporate sponsors
(Aboriginal Issues, Cultural Diversity, Women in Policing, Vulnerable Communities and
Sexuality & Gender Diversity) promoting expected workplace behaviours
o the delivery of face-to-face workshops and awareness raising sessions on respectful
workplace behaviours
o starting the development of the Respectful Workplace Behaviours online training module for all
staff to complete in the 2017/2018 training year
continued participation in the White Ribbon Workplace Accreditation process which resulted in the NSW
Police Force being accredited as a White Ribbon Workplace in March 2017
continued implementation of strategies under the Women in Policing Strategic Plan 2015-2018 and the
Culturally & Linguistically Diverse Workforce Strategic Plan 2016-2018
continued support of women in the talent pipeline – 49 women participated in the My Mentor program
and 20 women participated in the Embed program
continued support of Spokeswomen’s Network initiatives which included delivery of local level
development days and the annual senior women’s dinner
participation in Public Service Commission working groups on organisational culture, diversity and
inclusion and positive and productive workplaces
participation in the Public Sector Refugee Employment Careers Day to explore recruitment opportunities
for refugees in the NSW Police Force
participation in International Women’s Day, International Day for People with Disability, and
Harmony Day.

APPENDIX 3: Disability plans
Under the NSW Disability Inclusion Act 2014 the NSW Police Force is not required to develop a disability
inclusion plan. However, it should be noted that the NSW Police Force is committed to providing an accessible
and inclusive service to all of the vulnerable communities including people with disability.
The NSW Police Force is a key stakeholder in the development of the Disability Justice Strategy. This strategy
encompasses the whole Justice Cluster and will provide directions and actions for the agencies within the Justice
Cluster.
The corporate and region sponsors for vulnerable communities have been active in engaging communities and
disability sector stakeholders. Projects and activities designed to improve accessibility and inclusiveness, include:
•
•
•
•
•

participation in a research project with University of Sydney Centre for Disability Research & Policy on
bias motivated crimes against people with disability
signing a joint protocol to reduce the contact of people with disability in supported accommodation with
the criminal justice system
endorsing the script and facilitating the provision of a police location and filming for a DVD explaining
apprehended violence orders to people with intellectual disability, produced by the Intellectual Disability
Rights Service
capacity building for frontline police officers to respond to offences of denying or charging a fee for the
entry of guide dogs or assistance animals.
the delivery of training by international expert and former registered intermediary Mary Woodward on
communicating with vulnerable people, including those with cognitive impairment to the Detectives
Education Program
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APPENDIX 3: Disability plans (continued)

•
•
•
•

working proactively with the NSW Ombudsman and other key stakeholders to improve the broader
criminal justice response to people with cognitive impairment
reviewing and updating online training module for police on victims of crime, including content on
vulnerable victims
making plain English apprehended violence orders available in 32 community languages, text and audio
formats, Auslan video and in Easy Read
conducting consultations with people with disability to inform the NSW Police Force Community
Engagement Framework.

The NSW Police Force is also represented on a number of committees, including:
•
•
•
•

the Best Practice Working Group on Part 3C of the Ombudsman Act
Justice Cluster National Disability Insurance Scheme transition planning
the Joint Protocol Statewide Steering Committee
the Justice Disability Advisory Council.

APPENDIX 4: Multicultural policies
Multicultural Policies & Services Plan 2017–2020
In consultation with Multicultural NSW, the NSW Police Force operated under the former Multicultural Policies &
Services Plan (MPSP) 2011–2014 until a new plan was in place. The Multicultural Policies & Services Program
Progress Report 2013–16 was submitted to Multicultural NSW in February 2017 and tabled in Parliament.
The NSW Police Force Multicultural Polices & Services Plan 2017–2020 was endorsed by the Commissioner in
July 2017 and takes into account the diversity of the community in which the NSW Police Force operates with a
particular focus on how this diversity impacts core business. The MPSP complies with the NSW Principles of
Multiculturalism as required by Multicultural NSW and the Principles of Multiculturalism Act 2000.
Under the MPSP 2017–2020 it is expected that MPSP strategies will be embedded in LAC business plans. Local
multicultural community liaison officers (MCLO) continue to support police in building strong community relations,
helping with victim support information, community engagement activities and crime prevention projects.
In alignment with the Multicultural NSW MPSP Framework, the MPSP 2017–2020 contains four focus areas –
planning; service delivery; engagement; and leadership – and nine key outcomes – evidence driving planning;
strong plans to deliver services; targeted programs to prevent and reduce crime and the fear of crime;
mainstream services delivered for everyone; people from culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) backgrounds
are aware of policing services, programs and functions; collaboration with diverse communities; understanding
the needs of people from diverse backgrounds; demonstrated leadership in culturally inclusive practices; and
increased recognition of the value of cultural diversity.

MPSP outcomes achieved
Targeted programs to prevent and reduce crime and the fear of crime included an education program about plain
English apprehended violence orders and the provision of bias crimes operational support.
Mainstream services delivered for everyone included the launch of a crime prevention series of fact sheets and
video clips, hosting the Policing & Refugee Forum in September 2016, hosting screenings of the film Constance
on the Edge in June 2017 to mark Refugee Week, and the distribution organisation-wide of an information sheet
on refugees, asylum seekers and migrants.
To help make people from CALD backgrounds aware of policing services, programs and functions, the NSW
Police Force participated in the Interpreters & Police Symposium, delivered a professional development day to
promote the effective use of interpreters, distributed Next of Kin promotional material to CALD communities, and
delivered information on policing services to newly arrived refugee and humanitarian entrants.
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Collaboration with diverse communities included taking part in cricket and beach soccer tournaments for
international students, and the International Students Annual Safety & Wellbeing Forum For Service Providers in
October 2016. New MCLOs were recruited for Fairfield and Liverpool LACs.
To improve understanding of the needs of people from diverse backgrounds, the inaugural statewide Coffee with
a Cop event was launched with 74 LACs hosting 83 simultaneous community engagement events that saw an
estimated 10,000 community members participate. Community consultations were conducted to develop the
NSW Police Force Community Engagement Framework. Police also participated in a planning and consultation
exercise with the Elder Abuse Helpline & Resource Unit to better understand the needs of CALD older people.

MPSP reporting themes
Improving outcomes for women: NSW police play a lead role in protecting victims of family and domestic
violence. In this reporting period, police successfully applied for apprehended domestic violence orders (ADVO)
for 28,267 women, representing 70% of all ADVO applications.
An example of successful police-led initiatives that aim to improve outcomes for women is a Ryde LAC program
to encourage women to report domestic violence to police. Ryde LAC coordinated visits to the local court for 30
women from Korean backgrounds to help them understand the Australian court process, including interactions
with police, Legal Aid, victim support services and the Women’s Domestic Violence Court Advocacy Service.
Community engagement programs: In July 2016, Professor Karl Roberts was commissioned to review two
community engagement programs in the Redfern LAC – Clean Slate Without Prejudice and Never Going Back.
The review found the programs appeared to be making a positive contribution to: preventing and reducing
personal and property crime; increasing community confidence in police; and enhancing resilience of
communities and ‘at risk’ groups.
The review made 21 recommendations which will be explored and applied with the introduction of the NSW
Police Force Community Engagement Framework.

Strategies and activities planned for 2017–18
The launch of the MPSP 2017–2020 will see the development of guides and tools to help LACs and business
units integrate multicultural strategies into LAC business plans including the redevelopment of a new Command
Performance Accountability System (COMPASS) template for cultural and linguistic diversity.
Work with the Workplace Relations Equity Unit continues on implementing key strategies in the CALD Workforce
Strategic Plan 2016–18.
The development of a language services framework, policy and standard operating procedures will: optimise the
language skills of CALD staff; provide skills-based training to staff on the use of interpreters; ensure interpreters
and translators are used in all communication relied on as evidence in an investigation; and improve access to
interpreters in regional and remote areas through the Translating & Interpreting Service and audio visual links.
Police contribute to inter-agency strategies on humanitarian resettlement, working with Settlement Services
International and other refugee services to make sure resettlement efforts are supported and accurate
information is provided to refugees and humanitarian entrants about policing.
Work to ensure the safe and secure management of CALD people in custody will include updating lists of custody
support people to include people from CALD backgrounds and disseminating custody training for CALD support
people to LACs.
The NSW Police Force will work to ensure that information on complaints and compliments about the Force is
accessible to CALD communities.
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APPENDIX 5: Government information & public access
The NSW Police Force External Information Access Unit administers and fulfils the NSW Police Force’s
obligations under the Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009 (GIPA). The GIPA Act replaced the
Freedom of Information Act 1989 on 1 July 2010. The total number of valid GIPA Act applications received and
processed this reporting year was 6,063.

a

Table A: Number of applications by type of applicant and outcome

Refuse to
confirm/
deny
whether
info is
held

Application

5

0

3

0

0

0

0

99

13

4

3

13

565

334

53

17

5

35

1,009

267

232

25

19

9

30

3

3

1

0

0

0

0

Refuse to
deal with

Refuse to
confirm/
deny
whether
info is
held

Application

Access
granted
in full

Access
granted
in part

Access
refused
in full

Info not
held

Info
already
available

application

10

18

10

17

5

7

5

4

3

Private sector
businessesb

166

366

156

Members of the
public (via legal
representative)b

314

1,558

Members of the
public (other) b

490

Not for profit
organisations or
community
groups b

0

Media
Members of
Parliament

Refuse to
deal with

Table B: Number of applications by type of applications and outcome
Access
granted
in full

Access
granted
in part

Access
refused
in full

Info not
held

Personal
information
applicationsb

942

2,830

955

Access
applications
(other than
personal info
applications)

43

124

2

5

Access
applications that
are partly
personal info
applications and
partly other

withdrawn

a

Info
already
available

application

652

92

39

17

76

47

33

4

6

0

5

3

1

0

0

0

0

withdrawn

a. More than one decision can be made in respect of a particular access application. If so, a recording must be made in relation
to each such application.
b. A personal information application is an access application for personal information (as defined in clause 4 of Schedule 4 to
the Act) about the applicant.
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Table C: Invalid applications
Reason for Invalidity
Application does not comply
with formal requirements
(section 41 of the Act)

Number of
applications
260

Application is excluded
information of the agency
(section 43 of the Act)

0

Application contravenes
restraint order (section 110 of
the Act)

0

Total number of invalid
applications received

260

Invalid applications that
subsequently became valid
applications

6

Number of
occasions
when
application
not
successful
Responsible and effective
government

656

Law enforcement and security

421

Individual rights, judicial
processes and natural justice

3,673

Business interests of agency
and other persons

16

Secrecy provisions
Exempt documents under
interstate Freedom of
Information legislation

Number of
times
consideration
usedcd
Overriding secrecy laws

9

Cabinet information

0

Executive Council
information

0

Contempt

0

Legal professional
privilege
Excluded information

Table E: Other public interest
considerations against disclosure:
Matters listed in table to
section 14 of the Act

Environment, culture, economy
and general matters

Table D: Conclusive presumption
of overriding public interest against
disclosure: matters as listed in
Schedule 1 to the Act

16
103

Documents affecting law
enforcement and public
safety

6

Transport safety

0

Adoption

0

Care and protection of
children

0

Ministerial Code of
Conduct

0

Aboriginal and
environmental heritage

0

c. A personal information application is an
access application for personal information
(as defined in clause 4 of Schedule 4 to the
Act) about the applicant.
d. More than one public interest consideration
may apply in relation to a particular access
application and, if so, each such consideration
is to be recorded (but only once per application).

0
10
1
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APPENDIX 5: Government information & public access (continued)

ef

Table F: Timeliness

Number of applications
Decided within statutory timeframe (20 days plus any extensions)

5,120

Decided within 35 days (by agreement with applicant)

429

Not decided within time (deemed refusal)

514

TOTAL

6,063

ef

Table G: Number of applications reviewed under Part 5 of the Act (by type of review
and outcome)
Decision varied

Decision upheld

Total

80

12

92

Review by Information Commissioner

32

26

58

Internal review following recommendation under
section 93 of the Act

15

1

16

Review by NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT)

0*

2

2

127

41

168

Internal review
g

TOTAL
*17 NCAT matters dismissed

ef

Table H: Applications for review under Part 5 of the Act (by type of applicant)
Number of applications
Applications by access applicantsg

166

Applications for persons to whom information the subject of access application relates
(see section 54 of the Act)

2

e. Includes applications for review received in 2015–2016.
f. The Information Commissioner does not have the authority to vary decisions, but can make recommendations to the original
decision-maker. The data in this case indicates that a recommendation to vary or uphold the original decision has been made
by the Information Commissioner.
g. Not all matters under review this reporting year have been finalised.

Table I: Applications transferred to other agencies under Division 2 of Part 4 of the Act
(by type of transfer)
Number of applications
Agency-initiated transfers

6

Applicant-initiated transfers

1
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APPENDIX 6: Injuries & workers compensation claims
The NSW Police Force is currently subject to a deed with SafeWork NSW resulting from a prosecution.

Claim frequency rate by mechanism of injury
2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Difference
15-16 and 16-17

Being hit by moving objects

3.71

3.00

2.15

2.03

2.01

-0.02

Biological factors

1.15

1.26

1.47

1.18

1.18

0.00

Body stressing

3.88

4.58

5.56

5.52

5.47

-0.05

Chemicals and other
substances

0.35

0.33

0.44

0.30

0.32

0.02

Falls, trips and slips
of a person

2.10

2.11

1.51

1.73

2.01

0.27

Heat, electricity and other
environmental factors

0.09

0.08

0.07

0.12

0.07

-0.05

Hitting objects with
a part of the body

1.09

1.14

0.68

0.65

0.81

0.16

Mental stress

2.26

2.30

2.57

2.67

2.65

-0.02

Sound and pressure

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.06

0.01

Vehicle incidents and other

1.26

1.16

0.77

1.09

1.35

0.25

15.94

16.03

15.27

15.34

15.92

0.58

Mechanism of injury

TOTAL

Source: Treasury Managed Fund Data Warehouse current at 31 July 2017
Note: Claims include all claims reported to the NSW Police Force insurer by sworn and non-sworn employees covered by the
Workers Compensation Act 1987. Claims are reported per 100 full time equivalent employees (FTE). These FTE figures were
obtained from the December 2016 wage declaration. Claim numbers are subject to minor revision in subsequent years as
details of individual claims are updated. The mechanism of injury categories are based on the Types of Occurrence
Classification System Version 3.1.
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APPENDIX 7: Staff drug & alcohol testing
Drug and alcohol testing supports a safe workplace. The NSW Police Force recognises the safety and integrity
risks posed by the use of illegal drugs and alcohol by staff. An extensive drug and alcohol testing program is in
place to identify and deter illegal drug use and inappropriate alcohol use.
Testing in 2016-17 included:
•
•
•
•

random drug and alcohol testing of sworn officers
random drug and alcohol testing of students of policing
targeted drug, steroid and alcohol testing of sworn officers and students of policing
mandatory testing for drugs and alcohol in circumstances required by legislation.

Program results

2015-16

2016-17

Type

Positive

Type

Positive

5,262

1

5,620

4

140

0

125

0

13

3

14

9

5,415

4

5,759

13

10,083

2

11,522

8

1,849

2

2,194

3

6

4

7

4

11,938

8

13,723

15

1

0

3

0

51

0

32

0

1

0

2

0

53

0

37

0

17,406

12

19,519

28

DRUG
Random – sworn officers
Random – students
Targeted
SUBTOTAL

ALCOHOL
Random – sworn officers
Random – students
Targeted
SUBTOTAL

OTHER
Targeted steroid
Mandatory testing
Special Follow Up Testing
SUBTOTAL

TOTAL TESTS
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APPENDIX 8: Privacy & personal information
We recognise the importance of the protection and privacy of personal information. The NSW Police Force
collects, holds, uses and discloses personal and health information about individuals on a daily basis.
The Privacy and Personal Information Protection (PPIP) Act 1998 and the Health Records and Information
Privacy Act 2002 (HRIP) apply to the management of personal and health information and provides members of
the community with legally enforceable rights and safeguards about how government agencies, including the
NSW Police Force, deal with their personal and health information.
These Acts also provide police with a number of exemptions when exchanging personal information with other
agencies or third parties for law enforcement or community protection purposes. We audit access to records held
on the Computerised Operational Policing System (COPS), and all staff are required to abide by the Code of Best
Practice for Information Management.
To guide NSW Police Force employees in the management of personal and health information of individuals, we
created a Privacy Code of Practice and a Privacy Management Plan and the Management and Storage of
Employee Health Records – Guidelines. These documents assist us in managing our responsibilities under the
PPIP Act and HRIP Act.
COPS is an extensive database used to capture, access and analyse crime information and intelligence.
Personal details of the people police have contact with are kept on this database for investigative and intelligence
purposes. Identifiers such as names and dates of birth, residential addresses and other contact details are kept
to enable follow up inquiries.
De-identified information from COPS records is provided to the NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics & Research,
Australian Bureau of Statistics and other agencies for crime statistics compilation.
During this reporting year, the NSW Police Force received seven applications for internal review under the
provisions of Part 5, section 53 of the PPIP Act. In the same period, two applicants sought external review by the
NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal pursuant to section 55 of the PPIP Act.

APPENDIX 9: Complaints against police
We seek to improve our services as a result of complaints and consumer suggestions. There was a 10%
decrease in the number of complaints against police officers received, and a 14% decrease in the number of
issues identified within these complaints this reporting year.
The NSW Police Force endeavours to resolve complaints quickly and efficiently. We have streamlined our
complaints system and introduced informal processes to help resolve minor matters quickly.
This reporting year 53% of complaints against police officers were declined. Of those that were investigated, 78%
were resolved in a less formal process. The corporate standard is to have 70% of complaints resolved within set
timeframes of 45 days (for minor matters) and 90 days (for serious investigations). This reporting period the NSW
Police Force completed 49% of matters within the corporate standard.
We continue to focus on the release of complaint information in accordance with procedural fairness and
government policy and our management systems emphasise remedial approaches to managing the conduct of
police officers.
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APPENDIX 9: Complaints against Police (continued)

Issues raised in complaints received
2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Difference
2015-16
and 2016-17

25

24

22

46

26

-43.5%

Arrest

141

117

144

103

80

-22.3%

Corruption/misuse of office

403

365

387

357

213

-40.3%

Custody

152

155

121

127

89

-29.9%

1,580

1,603

1,524

1,595

1,670

4.7%

2

3

2

2

1

-50.0%

Drugs (other than searches or evidence matters)

107

100

94

92

113

22.8%

Evidence

170

202

149

151

170

12.6%

58

44

59

62

81

30.6%

8

7

11

9

12

33.3%

427

350

329

345

258

-25.2%

Investigations

1,187

1,135

1,113

1,260

1,274

1.1%

Local management issues

1,824

1,765

1,462

1,814

1,346

-25.8%

Misconduct

201

166

160

154

220

42.9%

Misuse of information and information systems

419

383

303

382

373

-2.4%

Other criminal act or omission
(not specified elsewhere)

364

415

433

505

323

-36.0%

Property and exhibits

246

215

235

233

205

-12.0%

Prosecution

292

240

298

229

239

4.4%

Searching

123

131

168

148

132

-10.8%

1,040

808

752

674

203

-69.9%

Theft/misappropriation

33

32

27

29

31

6.9%

Traffic offences

93

107

84

88

90

2.3%

Unreasonable use of force (including assault)

554

519

478

395

482

22.0%

Untruthfulness/lying/dishonesty

247

189

161

191

110

-42.4%

60

75

62

59

60

1.7%

9,756

9,150

8,578

9,050

7,801

-13.8%

Category

Academic misconduct

Customer service related
DNA evidence and sampling

Failure to observe service standards
False complaint
Harassment and discrimination

Service delivery

Use of service resources
TOTAL

Note: In 2016-17 there were 4,409 complaints made against police officers. These contained 7,801 separate issues or
allegations, 16.7% of which were sustained. These statistics are based on data extracted from c@ts.i at 21 August 2017 and
include complaints from both NSW Police Force staff and members of the community.
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APPENDIX 10: Requests for assistance
In this reporting period the NSW Police Force answered 93% of Triple Zero (000) calls within 10 seconds with an
average answer time of five seconds. Calls to the Police Assistance Line (131 444) were answered in an average
of 28 seconds per call. The number of contacts received is outlined in the chart below.

Contact point

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Triple Zero (000)

772,710

744,371

748,530

742,377

731,410

Police Assistance Line (131 444)

601,502

593,287

591,983

586,999

564,734

Hold-up alarms

2,518

2,026

1,858

1,843

1,739

Alarms (for alarm companies)

1,037

828

806

803

685

Crime Stoppers (1800 333 000)

64,679

69,709

84,281

97,198

91,065

Customer Assistance Unit (1800 622 571)

24,220

25,112

25,609

27,993

29,556

Police Switchboard (9281 0000)

90,213

79,205

73,780

65,919

54,959

Missing Persons Unit after hours (1800 025 091)

207

220

221

239

184

Injury Management Hotline (1800 996 336)

212

285

252

271

308

33,241

33,296

31,735

32,560

34,070

-

-

-

-

4,312

1,590,539

1,548,339

1,559,055

1,556,202

1,513,022

Child Wellbeing Unit
OIA (commenced January 2017)
TOTAL
Source: PoliceLink telephony systems

Note: These figures do not include phone calls or visits to police stations or interactions with frontline police. Decreases in calls
from alarm monitoring companies are a result of changes to procedures between the NSW Police Force and alarm companies,
including a direct access service freeing up Triple Zero (000).

APPENDIX 11: Significant judicial decisions
Inquest into the deaths arising from the Lindt Cafe Siege
Inquest held by the State Coroner in relation to the deaths of an Islamic State inspired terrorist and two of the
people he held hostage in a siege at a Martin Place cafe on 15 and 16 December 2014 when Tactical Operations
Unit officers conducted an emergency action to bring the siege to an end. The State Coroner made findings in
relation to a broad range of issues connected with the police operation and countering terrorism, as well as 45
recommendations, 30 of which were directed to the NSW Police Force.

CTU v NSWPF [2017] NSWCATAD 204
The NSW Police Force disclosed the applicant’s criminal record, which included a conviction for fraud offences,
to a prospective employer in a national criminal history check. Thereafter, the NSW Police Force declined the
applicant’s request to amend his criminal record on the basis that the 2005 conviction was a ‘spent’ conviction for
the purposes of the Criminal Records Act 1991. The Tribunal found that the processing by the NSW Police Force
of routine criminal history checks is an administrative function so the NSW Police Force was bound by the
information protection principles. The Tribunal also found the applicant’s conviction was not spent. Therefore, the
NSW Police Force did not contravene an information protection principle.
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David Luke Cottrell v NSW Police [2017] NSW IRComm 1030
The NSW Industrial Relations Commissioner (IRC) upheld the removal of an officer for disclosing motor vehicle
accident locations (NSW Police Force confidential information) to a tow truck driver and failing to report an
improper association with the tow truck driver. While the applicant denied that he received money for disclosing
this information, the NSW IRC noted inconsistencies in the applicant’s evidence and found the applicant obtained
a financial benefit for disclosing the confidential information.

Tredinnick v Commissioner of Police [2016] NSW IRComm 14
The appellant was granted leave to appeal the first instance decision upholding his removal from the NSW Police
Force following a positive drug test. The Full Bench found that, unlike proceedings brought pursuant to Part 6 Ch
2 of the Industrial Relations Act 1996, the respondent does not bear the onus of proof to establish the applicant
was guilty of misconduct. Rather, the burden falls on the applicant to establish that the removal was harsh,
unreasonable or unjust. The respondent then has the evidentiary burden to meet the applicant’s case. While the
appellant denied he deliberately ingested cannabis, he neither challenged the validity of the drug testing process
nor the veracity of the drug analysis certificate. The Full Bench found the respondent had met the shifting
evidentiary burden and the appeal was dismissed.

McDonald v Commissioner of Police (No 3) [2016] NSW IRComm 1049
The Full Bench held that the Commissioner of Police can only dismiss a police officer in accordance with Part 9
of the Police Act 1990 and, therefore, cannot constructively dismiss a police officer. The Full Bench confirmed
that the NSW IRC has no jurisdiction to hear an application brought under s84 of the Industrial Relations Act
1996 by a former NSW police officer whose resignation was validly effected under s72(2) of Police Act 1990 in
circumstances where the former police officer alleges constructive dismissal.

Torres v Commissioner of Police [2017] NSW IRComm 1001
The NSW IRC found the applicant had sexually harassed and bullied his colleagues, including talking about
sexual acts and other inappropriate and offensive comments in the presence of junior staff, and that this
misconduct was extremely serious. The NSW IRC rejected the proposition that the applicant’s conduct was part
of workplace culture. Despite the special constable's long and distinguished career, the NSW IRC found the
dismissal not harsh, unreasonable or unjust.

Morris v Commissioner of Police [2016] NSW IRComm 1034
The NSW IRC found that the removal of a police officer for drug use, failing to report criminal activities and police
misconduct, failing to avoid a conflict of interest and for being evasive and less than fully frank to the Police
Integrity Commission (PIC) was harsh and unreasonable. While the NSW IRC upheld two 'conflict of interest' and
'failure to report criminal activity' findings, these findings were not considered sufficiently serious to warrant
removal given the police officer was more junior than the other officers involved. The NSW IRC was not
convinced that the police officer was evasive to PIC or that the evidence enabled a finding that the police officer
had consumed a ‘hash cookie’ or knew another officer was consuming drugs. The NSW IRC ordered that the
applicant be reinstated (without back pay) at the rank and increment he was at the time of removal.

Konopka v Commissioner of Police [2017] NSWIRComm 1014
The NSW IRC found that material seized during a search warrant can be used during disciplinary proceedings.
Further, the NSW IRC found that, since the child abuse material seized during the search warrant was crucial to
the respondent’s reasons for removing the applicant, excluding the child abuse evidence from the unfair
dismissal proceedings would frustrate the NSW IRC’s legislative obligation to consider the Commissioner of
Police’s reasons for removal. Excluding this evidence would also make it difficult for the applicant to satisfy his
burden that his removal was harsh, unreasonable or unjust. Furthermore, the NSW IRC held that, since the
applicant had not objected to the use of the material during the disciplinary process which led to the removal
order, the applicant effectively consented to its use for that purpose. Finally, the NSW IRC also rejected the
application for an order excluding opinion evidence of police witnesses on the basis that they weren’t expert
witnesses and an order suppressing the publication of the applicant’s name.
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Moutia Elzahed & Anors v Commonwealth of Australia and State of NSW [2016] NSWDC 353
and [2017] NSWDC 160
The plaintiff and her husband, convicted terrorist Hamdi Alqudsi and her sons sued the NSW Police Force and
the Commonwealth for assault, trespass, wrongful arrest and false imprisonment in relation to a search warrant
executed on their home. The plaintiff refused to give evidence in circumstances where the judge required that to
be done with her face uncovered. Mr Alqudsi withdrew his claim. The plaintiff and her sons lost their claims with
the judge finding any use of force was reasonable. The plaintiff was ordered to pay costs.

SNSW v Wayne Randall [2017] NSWCA 88
The plaintiff claimed damages for assault, trespass and false imprisonment arising from his intervening when
officers were searching for a group of men. When officers asked the plaintiff to move on he threw a punch at one
of the officers. The plaintiff was arrested and charged with failing to comply with a direction, hindering and
assaulting one of the officers. The plaintiff was convicted of hindering and fined $600. The District Court found in
favour of the plaintiff and awarded $34,500 in damages due to the unnecessariness of arrest and having not
been informed of the reason. The Court of Appeal judges agreed that there were a number of errors in the
judgment on principle in relation to s99 and s201 and errors in the assessment and award of damages, which
would ordinarily provide more than adequate grounds to grant leave to appeal. Leave to appeal was refused on
the basis that the result would be a new trial and the additional costs or re-litigating all issues would be
disproportionate to the amount at stake.

Benn v State of NSW [2016] NSWCA 314
The plaintiff claimed he was assaulted by police when an officer deployed a Taser. He had been drinking and
was on a public road. He had threatened to kill his girlfriend and made threats to officers. Police attempted to
negotiate for more than 30 minutes to no avail. When the plaintiff sought to move away, a Taser was deployed
and he was subdued. The assault claim initially was heard in the Local Court, where NSW was successful. The
Magistrate held that no assault occurred, where the Taser was 'the least worst option' available and was
reasonably necessary force. The plaintiff appealed first to a single Supreme Court justice and lost. He further
appealed to the Court of Appeal, which dismissed the appeal with costs. The court held that there was no error in
the finding that the Taser was reasonable force in the circumstances.

State of NSW v Robinson [2016] NSWCA 334
Police arrested the plaintiff on suspicion of breach of an AVO after he made threats to the victim on Facebook
using an alias. The plaintiff initially denied knowing the alias, but confirmed it was him. The plaintiff sought
damages for wrongful arrest in the District Court. Judge Curtis found in favour of the plaintiff and held that an
arrest was not necessary, being a last resort. The State appealed that decision as being in error. The Court of
Appeal allowed the appeal with costs, and found that the arrest was necessary to prevent a repetition of an
offence, namely a breach of an interim AVO. The court further observed that verbal or social media harassment
was not to be lightly dismissed and that a breach of an AVO is a serious offence.

Barram v State of NSW (unreported)
The plaintiff sought damages for wrongful arrest/false imprisonment and trespass. He was arrested on suspicion
of assault of his ex de facto partner who suffered facial injury and sought help from a neighbour. Police arrived,
observed and interviewed the victim, and decided upon arrest. They were let in to the plaintiff’s house. He was
observed to be intoxicated. An arrest was made. The court accepted that a reasonable suspicion existed of a
serious offence (assault) and that the arrest was necessary under s99 of LEPRA, including for witness protection
and to prevent continuation or repetition of an offence. Police further acted under s10 of LEPRA (enter premises
to arrest or detain) so that no trespass occurred. The court awarded indemnity costs in favour of the State based
upon a favourable offer of compromise served by the State.

Hughes v The Queen [2017] HCA 20
The defendant was charged with a number of child sex-related offences. The prosecution called evidence of
tendency between a number of the offences to which the defence objected. The objection was founded in the
significant differences in the offending conduct. The Crown relied on the similar nature of the conduct being that
the accused was disinhibited regarding committing sexual acts with or towards children to the extent that he
would do them in the presence of other adults. According to the Act, tendency evidence must hold a significant
probative value. The High Court found that this will be determined with respect to whether the tendency evidence
will make more likely, to a significant extent, the facts that make up the elements of the offence charged. The
acts relied on for tendency do not have to hold any specific level of 'similarity'. The purpose expressed by the
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prosecution in the tendency notice which needs to be assessed with regard to whether the tendency evidence will
have a significant probative value. If the purpose expressed is too general, then it will only be 'merely probative',
or put simply, 'relevant'. It must be 'significantly probative'. The notice should be drafted with the two part test in
mind, namely, ‘There is likely to be a high degree of probative value where (i) the evidence, by itself or together
with other evidence, strongly supports proof of a tendency, and (ii) the tendency strongly supports the proof of a
fact that makes up the offence charged.’

RP v The Queen [2016] HCA 53
RP was charged as a child, with child sex offences. He was 12 years and three months of age at the time of the
offending. The court discussed the requirement of doli incapax to be rebutted by the prosecution to the criminal
standard. The trial judge found the appellant was of ‘very low intelligence’ and possessed a lesser appreciation of
the seriousness of his conduct. The prosecution did not adduce any evidence apart from the circumstances of the
offences to establish that, despite these deficits, the appellant's development was such that he understood the
moral wrongness of his acts. The requirement in terms of proof is that the child knew the conduct was ‘seriously
wrong’ or ‘gravely wrong’. No matter how obviously wrong the act or acts constituting the offence may be, the
prosecution must point to evidence from which an inference can be drawn beyond reasonable doubt that the
child's development is such that he or she knew that it was morally wrong to engage in the conduct.

R v Forti [2016] NSWCCA 127
The offender pleaded guilty to three counts of supplying ecstasy under s25 of the Drug Misuse and Trafficking
Act. The court held that in the absence of exceptional circumstances, a full-time custodial sentence ought to be
imposed whenever an offender has been substantially involved in the supply of drugs. A plea of guilty, remorse,
an intention not to re-offend and proven rehabilitation in relation to an offender’s drug use are not matters of
mitigation constituting exceptional reasons for departing from the general principle unless the aggregate of the
circumstances points to the case being one of real difference from the general run of cases.

Director of Public Prosecutions v Best [2016] NSWSC 261
The defendant attended Blacktown Police Station and made a deliberate threat to a station officer about another
serving police officer at that station. He was charged with intimidating police, however, it was dismissed at the
Local Court. Mr Best submitted it could only be intimidation if he had directed his remarks to the detective in
person. On appeal, it was found the plain meaning of intimidation was misused by the magistrate, and that in the
modern day, threats can come via indirect means, such as emails addressed to third parties, but are valid once
directed at a particular officer.

Director of Public Prosecutions v Evans [2017] NSWSC 33
Mr Evans was charged with assaulting and resisting a police officer in the execution of his duty. The police officer
attempted to pull defendant away from burning building after requesting him to move, so firefighters could hose
the building down. The police officer asserted Evans punched him multiple times; Evans denied any contact with
police officer. Evans was found not guilty by virtue of self-defence, however, this was not raised by Evans; it was
raised by the Magistrate. Under s418(2)(c) of the Crimes Act the question was whether Evans was protecting
property from unlawful, taking destruction, damage or interference. There was no evidence the fire was unlawful,
so self-defence (protection of property) could not be raised. The police officer was found to be acting in
accordance with duties as he was not threatening the property of the defendant.

Forster v Director of Public Prosecutions [2017] NSWSC 458
The case against Mr Forster was based on four separate instances of alleged consorting which, taken together,
were said to amount to habitual consorting contrary to s93X of the Crimes Act. Three instances consisted of
‘engaging in conversation’ with one other person in the daytime on the main streets of Inverell. Each conversation
was with a different man, in each case someone Forster had known for some time. The content of the
conversations was not established; the case rested on the fact that conversation had occurred. The fourth
incident was on a night when Forster was ‘out having a drink’ with a group that included the same three men. The
court held that even if each of the encounters amounted to consorting, they scarcely established a habit. The first
three encounters occurred within the space of 24 hours. The fourth was almost a month later. The Magistrate
accepted the possibility that each conversation on the street began as a chance encounter. The court held that to
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approach the section on the basis that the bare proof of a number of conversations meeting the minimum
requirement of s93X(2) necessarily establishes the offence was wrong.

NSW Police v Carrall [2016] NSWLC 4
The defendant was apprehended for the offence of driving with an illicit drug present in his blood (s111 of the
Road Transport Act 2013) on 26 May 2015 and 23 June 2015. He pleaded not guilty to the June offence on the
basis of an honest and reasonable mistake of fact. It was alleged that Senior Constable Foster said to him, “If you
had waited a week you would have been fine to drive.” The court held that honest and reasonable mistake of fact
is available for prescribed illicit drug detection matters. The matter was sent to the Office of the Director of Public
Prosecutions for consideration for appeal and declined. The defence is now regularly used.

Selby v R [2017] NSWCCA 40 (15 March 2017)
The victim was threatened on two occasions in May and October. The evidence established the applicant had
intimidated the victim on a second occasion. The error focused on the jury being directed that it could use that
evidence to find that the applicant was the man who had demanded money from the same victim on the first
occasion. There must be a strong similarity between two different acts and the circumstances in which they occur
that a jury would be satisfied that the person who did one act or set of acts must have done the others. The
improbability of two or more events occurring by chance, or coincidentally, may lead to a conclusion that an
accused person committed the act that is the subject of the charge.

Nguyen v R [2017] NSWCCA 4 (2 February 2017)
The applicant was convicted of four counts of supplying methylamphetamine (ice). At trial, the prosecution relied
upon evidence of intercepted telephone messages. A police officer who had listened to the intercepted messages
and to a record of interview by the applicant gave evidence that the applicant was the female voice in each of the
intercepted messages. The applicant's main ground of appeal focused on the admissibility of this evidence. The
court held the evidence of the officer was admissible under s79 Evidence Act as an ad hoc expert. The amount of
time the officer invested in repeatedly listening to the calls and the applicant's police interview was impractical for
the jury to replicate.

R v Chen [2016] NSWDC 405 (17 November 2016)
The victim was providing sexual benefits to the offender who was seeking to assist her financially. The victim,
who didn’t live with the offender, told the offender she didn’t want to see him anymore. After an argument the
victim slapped the offender’s face. The offender struck the victim on the head numerous times with a heavy
wooden piece of timber causing extensive facial injuries. The court held that provocation is available as a partial
defence to murder and if successful will result in a verdict of manslaughter and that extreme provocation has the
tendency to reduce the objective gravity of the other offences. The extent of the provocation was objectively small
and the offender’s reaction to it was excessive so, rather than it being a mitigating factor, it likely increases the
objective gravity. As such the court determined the claim of provocation was cancelled by the excessive reaction.

Moukhallaletti v Director of Public Prosecutions (NSW) [2016] NSWCCA 314 (16 December 2016)
On 11 November 2016, Kristen Moukhallaletti was refused by Bellew J in the Supreme Court. On 16 November
2016 she made a further release application to the NSWCCA. The applicant was charged with two sets of
offences. The NSWCCA held that the show cause requirement is a matter to be determined by consideration of
all of the evidence or information the bail authority considers credible or trustworthy in the circumstances and not
just by a consideration of those matters exhaustively listed in s18 of the Bail Act required for the unacceptable
risk assessment. However, it may well be that matters that are relevant to the unacceptable risk test will also be
relevant to the show cause test.

Bignill v DPP [2016] NSWCA 13
Mr Bignill was driving a vehicle at about 9am on Saturday 19 April 2014. At 9.36am the applicant submitted to a
random breath test which delivered a result of .054. A blood sample taken at 10.36am produced a result of 0.049.
The NSWCA held there is no statutory basis for preferring the results of a blood analysis to that of a breath
analysis. Once either a breath or blood analysis is tendered showing an alcohol concentration over the statutory
limit, the offence under s110 of the Act is established. The tender of such evidence produces a rebuttable
presumption. The onus cast upon a defendant by clause 31(3) of Schedule 3 of the Act isn’t satisfied merely by
tendering the result of a test that provides a reading below the statutory limit. The defendant must prove the
concentration of alcohol was below the statutory limit when they were required to submit to a breath test.
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DPP (NSW) v Zaiter [2016] NSWCCA 247
Mr Zaiter was charged with knowingly taking part in the supply of a large commercial quantity of cocaine and
knowingly dealing with the proceeds of crime between 2 May and 16 October 2015. The broad allegation was
that he was involved in the supply of just over 2.6kg of a prohibited drug and dealt with $142,000 in cash which is
alleged to have been the proceeds of drug supply activity. He was granted bail by the Supreme Court on 13
October 2016 and the Crown filed a detention application shortly after. The court held that every bail application
presents its own unique factual matrix and that a decision by a single judge of the Supreme Court regarding, for
example, delay as a decisive factor in determining whether cause has been shown under s16A of the Bail Act is
no more than the view taken by that particular judge in the circumstances of the particular case at hand.

IL v The Queen [2017] HCA 27 (09 August 2017)
The appellant was tried in the Supreme Court of NSW with manufacturing a large commercial quantity of
methylamphetamine and with murder or, alternatively, manslaughter. The Crown alleged the appellant had
participated with the deceased in a joint criminal enterprise to manufacture a large commercial quantity of
methylamphetamine and was guilty of ‘felony’ or ‘constructive’ murder or manslaughter because the act that
caused the death was committed in the course of the joint criminal enterprise. The act causing death was the
lighting of a gas ring burner in a small and inadequately ventilated bathroom, which caused a fire. The Crown
couldn’t exclude the possibility that the deceased had lit the gas ring burner himself. Three justices allowed the
appeal on the basis that s18(1) of the Crimes Act is not engaged if a person kills himself or herself. Two justices
allowed the appeal on the basis that it is not open to attribute criminal liability to one participant in a joint criminal
enterprise for an act committed by another participant in the course of carrying out that enterprise unless the act
is, or is part of, the actus reus of a crime. Assuming the deceased lit the gas ring burner, that act was not the
actus reus of the crime of murder or manslaughter.

Bayley v The Queen [2016] VSCA 160
The applicant was convicted of multiple offences against GH that allegedly occurred in 2000 including rape,
common assault, threatening to kill and false imprisonment. In 2012 GH saw a photo of the applicant on
Facebook in connection with the Jill Meagher matter. Three months later she was asked to take part in a police
photo board identification process where she said, “It definitely looks like number four.” The court held the risk of
the displacement effect is exacerbated by Facebook and other social media. Potential witnesses are free to
peruse photos on Facebook without police supervision before attempting a formal identification process.

Director of Public Prosecutions v Wallman [2017] NSWSC 40
After the defendant breached his bail conditions and displayed signs of mental illness, the Deputy Registrar made
an order under s33(1D) of the Forensic Provisions Act that he be detained in a mental health facility. He was
assessed as being not mentally ill by a medical officer, but mentally disordered and presumably detained under
the Mental Health Act. At a later mention, a magistrate made an order in chambers in the absence of the parties
under s33(1)(a) of the Forensic Provisions Act that the defendant be detained in a mental health facility for
assessment by way of dealing with the original charges. When the Director of Public Prosecutions applied for the
charges to be relisted, the magistrate held that the matter was finalised on account of his order under s33(1)(a).
The Supreme Court held that the Magistrate did not have power to make the order in the circumstances and that
the matter should not have been dealt with in chambers without a hearing which denied procedural fairness.
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On 1 July 2016 the Bail Regulation 2014 was amended to clarify that a prosecutor is required to make a
detention application in writing and in the approved form only where it is practicable to do so.
On 1 July 2016 Schedules 1 to 9 of the Poisons Standard – referred to in section 52D of the Therapeutic Goods
Act 1989 (Cth) – were adopted as the Poisons List referred to in section 8 of the Poisons and Therapeutic Goods
Act 1966 (NSW).
On 1 September 2016 the Law Enforcement (Powers and Responsibilities) Act 2002 was amended to clarify and
simplify police powers across a broad range of areas including personal searches, crime scenes and safeguards
relating to investigations and questioning.
On 1 September 2016 the Local Court Act 2007, District Court Act 1973, Supreme Court Act 1970, Land and
Environment Court Act 1979 and Coroners Act 2009 were amended to include an offence of disrespectful
behaviour in court.
On 8 September 2016 the Crimes Act 1900 was amended to create two levels of the offence of dealing with
property suspected of being the proceeds of crime.
On 8 September 2016 the Confiscation of Proceeds of Crime Act 1989 was amended to allow the forfeiture of
property in substitution for the property that was used in or in connection with a serious criminal offence where
the property used is not available for forfeiture.
On 7 October 2016 the Marine Safety Act 1998 was amended to give police the power to seize a recreational
vessel in certain circumstances, including when the vessel has been operated in a menacing manner.
On 25 October 2016 the Bail Act 2013 was amended to allow prosecutors to apply to a court or authorised justice
for the grant of bail with the imposition of conditions – conditional bail.
On 25 October 2016 the Crimes Act 1900 was amended to increase the statutory limitation period for the offence
of unauthorised access to or modification of restricted data held in a computer (section 308H) from six months
to 12 months from the date on which the offence is alleged to have been committed.
On 25 October 2016 the Crimes (Sentencing Procedure) Act 1999 was amended to clarify that the Local Court
may impose an aggregate sentence of up to five years’ imprisonment and to provide that a court may set a nonparole period for an aggregate sentence that exceeds six months’ imprisonment, even in cases where the
individual sentences that would otherwise have been imposed amount to imprisonment for six months or less.
On 25 October 2016 the Criminal Procedure Act 1986 was amended to provide that in proceedings for a
prescribed sexual offence, the complainant’s evidence is, unless the court orders otherwise, to be heard in a
closed court, regardless of whether the evidence is given in person, via closed-circuit television or by the playing
of an audio visual or an audio recording of the complainant.
On 25 October 2016 the Children (Criminal Proceedings) Act 1987 was amended to remove the restriction
against the Children’s Court hearing joint committal proceedings involving a child defendant and an adult
co-accused where the adult co-accused is more than three years older than the child defendant.
On 1 November 2016 the Law Enforcement (Powers and Responsibilities) Act 2002 was amended to include
additional search and seizure powers relating to things used to interfere with the conduct of a business or
undertaking. The amendments extend to anything that is intended to be used to lock on or secure a person
to any plant, equipment or structure.
On 1 November 2016 the Law Enforcement (Powers and Responsibilities) Act 2002 was amended to remove
some of the limitations on police powers to give directions during public demonstrations, protests, processions or
organised assemblies in certain circumstances.
On 11 November 2016 the Criminal Procedure Act 1986 was amended to add a number of break and enter in
company type offences to Table 1 of Schedule 1, allowing those offences to be dealt with summarily in certain
circumstances.
On 11 November 2016 the Fines Act 1996 was amended to allow police officers to issue penalty notices by email
or SMS if the recipient of the penalty notice consents to receiving the penalty notice in that manner.
On 25 November 2016 the Crimes (Serious Crime Prevention Orders) Act 2016 commenced, giving the Supreme
Court and District Court the power to make a serious crime prevention order to prevent, restrict or disrupt the
involvement of a person in serious crime related activities.
On 1 December 2016 the Road Rules 2014 were amended to prohibit P2 licence holders from using a mobile
phone while driving a vehicle – regardless of whether or not the mobile phone is held by the driver.
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On 3 December 2016 the Crimes (Domestic and Personal Violence) Act 2007 was amended to introduce the
plain English apprehended violence order scheme, to expand the list of personal violence offences and to expand
the definition of ‘domestic violence offence’ and ‘domestic relationship’.
On 6 December 2016 the Bail Act 2013 was amended to include additional offences for which bail must be
refused unless there are exceptional circumstances, to include additional risk assessment considerations – such
as those relating to terrorism – and to make some additions to the list of show cause offences.
On 7 December 2016 the Police Regulation 2015 was amended to enable the Commissioner of Police to grant
the Commissioner’s Valour Award, or a silver bar to that award, to special constables as well as to police officers.
On 16 December 2016 the Surveillance Devices Regulation 2014 was amended to extend the circumstances in
which information obtained from the use of body worn video equipment can be used, communicated or published.
On 16 December 2016 the Liquor Regulation 2008 was amended to increase the maximum number of patrons
permitted on a premises with a small bar licence, to extend the hours of certain take-away liquor premises and
to extend the hours of certain small bars in freeze precincts.
On 16 December 2016 the Scrap Metal Industry Act 2016, which provides for the regulation of scrap metal
dealers, commenced in part to permit dealers to register their scrap metal businesses. The balance of the Act,
containing conduct requirements, commenced on 1 March 2017.
On 1 January 2017 Government Sector Employment Legislation Amendment Act 2016 commenced, amending
the Government Sector Employment Act 2013 and the Police Act 1990 in relation to all senior executive and
administrative officer employment conditions – but not other sworn police officers. The Act contains staggered
commencement dates and Schedule 3, concerning NSW Police Force regulations, rules and transitional
provisions, commences on 31 October 2017.
On 1 January 2017 the Poppy Industry Act 2016 commenced, creating a legislative framework for the
establishment and regulation of an alkaloid poppy industry for therapeutic and scientific purposes. The Secretary
of the Department of Primary Industries is responsible for administering licences under the Act and is required to
refer licence applications – and empowered to refer certain other matters – to the Commissioner of Police to
investigate and provide a report.
On 1 January 2017 the Drug Misuse and Trafficking Act 1985 was amended to introduce simpler and more
efficient procedures for the handling and destruction of drug exhibits.
On 16 January 2017 the Liquor Regulation 2008 was amended to relax the existing ‘lock out’ and ‘last drinks’
restrictions in relation to live entertainment venues in the Kings Cross and Sydney CBD Entertainment precincts.
On 10 March 2017 the Explosives Regulation 2013 was amended to introduce a temporary Explosives Amnesty
which commenced on 15 March 2017 to conclude on 14 September 2017.
On 17 March 2017 the Child Protection (Offenders Prohibition Orders) Regulation 2013 was amended
to recognise certain Victorian and South Australian orders as corresponding prohibition orders for the purposes of
the Child Protection (Offenders Prohibition Orders) Act 2004.
On 24 March 2017 the Drug Misuse and Trafficking Regulation 2011 was amended to ensure that the new
provisions of the Drug Misuse and Trafficking Act 1985, relating to the destruction of substances in police
custody, apply despite any previous order for their retention.
On 31 March 2017 amendments to the Law Enforcement (Powers and Responsibilities) Act 2002 commenced to
allow senior police officers to make public safety orders to prohibit a specified person or class of persons from
attending a public event or from entering or being present at certain premises during a specified period.
On 25 April 2017 the following regulations of the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) were amended to recognise
the respective NSW Acts as ‘corresponding laws’: the Crimes (Controlled Operations) Regulation 2017 (ACT)
recognises the Law Enforcement (Controlled Operations) Act 1997 (NSW); the Crimes (Assumed Identities)
Regulation 2017 (ACT) recognises the Law Enforcement and National Security (Assumed Identities) Act 2010
(NSW); and the Crimes (Surveillance Devices) Regulation 2017 (ACT) recognises the Surveillance Devices Act
2007 (NSW).
On 9 May 2017 amendments to the Security Industry Act 1997 commenced to enable the Commissioner of
Police to have regard to any criminal intelligence or other criminal information in relation to the applicant in
determining whether the grant or renewal of a licence would be contrary to the public interest. This extends
existing powers in relation to determinations as to whether an applicant is ‘fit and proper’ to hold a licence.
Related amendments ensure such information is protected from disclosure, including in administrative review
proceedings. The amendments enhance enforcement powers by inserting provisions relating to requirements to
furnish records and information to police and other enforcement officers, and to answer questions.
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On 1 June 2017 the Liquor Amendment (Special Licence Conditions) Regulation 2017 commenced, substituting
the list of licensed premises subject to special licence conditions under Schedule 4 to the Liquor Act 2007.
On 2 June 2017 various amendments to the Passenger Transport Regulation 2007 commenced, which support
Opal-only ticketing on public transport.
On 22 June 2017 amendments to the Terrorism (Police Powers) Act 2002 commenced to enable the
Commissioner of Police to declare an incident to which police officers are responding to be a terrorist act
requiring planned and coordinated police action, and thereby authorise the use of force – including lethal force –
that is reasonably necessary to defend any person threatened by the terrorist act or to prevent or terminate their
unlawful deprivation of liberty. The amendments seek to clarify the use of force as recommended by the Coroner
in his findings in the Lindt Cafe siege Inquest.
On 23 June 2017 the Surveillance Devices Regulation 2014 was amended to recognise the ACT’s Crimes
(Surveillance Devices) Act 2010 as a ‘corresponding law’ under NSW’s Surveillance Devices Act 2007.

APPENDIX 13: Annual report production costs
The 2016–17 NSW Police Force Annual Report was produced by the Public Affairs Branch. The total production
cost was $1,500 (exclusive of GST). The Annual Report is available on the NSW Police Force website,
www.police.nsw.gov.au.

APPENDIX 14: Research & development
Total life of
project cost

Status/date to be
completed

$5,000

December 2017

$19,900

June 2018

$180,000

December 2018

Evaluation of active armed offender training

$25,677

December 2017

Evaluation of body worn video camera implementation

$28,000

December 2017

Strategies to enhance Indigenous recruitment and retention of probationary constables
in the NSW Police Force

$20,103

June 2018

Academic review of Strikeforce Parrabell

$55,000

December 2017

Consultation on the NSW Police Force community engagement framework

$63,268

Completed

Redfern Program Evaluation Project (review of Clean Slate Without Prejudice and
Never Going Back)

$10,950

Completed

$9,860

Completed

Name of research
Blood pressure and fatigue links to shift work in police officers
Drug detection dog odour analysis project, phase one
Psychosocial drivers of NSW police wellbeing, commitment, resilience and retention

Evaluation of the Take the Lead training program, groups three and four

This table shows only those research and development projects in which the NSW Police Force makes a financial contribution.
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APPENDIX 15: Police pursuits
Following a coronial investigation in 2014, the Coroner made a number of recommendations, which included
publishing statistics for police pursuits in the Annual Report.
In 2016-17 the NSW Police Force undertook 2,472 pursuits. Of these 603 were terminated by police while 243
pursuits resulted in collisions. There were two fatalities and 43 injuries arising from pursuits.
The table below lists the reasons for these pursuits.

Reason for police pursuit

2015-16

2016-17

1,258

1,378

Criminal

232

234

Stolen vehicle

305

375

Not stop RBT

514

606

1

1

Traffic

Other

Source: NSW Police Force Traffic & Highway Patrol Command
Note: Individual pursuits may have more than one reason recorded. Consequently, the sum of reasons is greater than the
number of pursuits.

APPENDIX 16: Consultants
Engagements costing $50,000 or greater: Nil

Engagements costing less than $50,000: Nil
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APPENDIX 17: Overseas travel
Operational travel 2016-17
Name

Purpose

Country

Two officers

Investigative inquiries

Vietnam

One officer

Investigative inquiries

United States

Two officers

Extradition

United Kingdom

Two officers

Investigative inquiries

Malaysia

Two officers

Court attendance

New Zealand

Two officers

Investigative inquiries

United Arab Emirates

Two officers

Investigative inquiries

Lord Howe Island

One officer

Court attendance

Indonesia

Two officers

Extradition

Tonga

Two officers

Investigative inquiries

United Kingdom

Two officers

Investigative inquiries

Thailand

Two officers

Investigative inquiries

United States

Two officers

Investigative inquiries

Indonesia

Two officers

Investigative inquiries

Thailand

Three officers

Investigative inquiries

India

Two officers

Investigative inquiries

United States

One officer

Investigative inquiries

Panama, Columbia, Spain

One officer

Investigative inquiries

United States

One officer

Investigative inquiries

Fiji

Two officers

Investigative inquiries

South Africa

Two officers

Investigative inquiries

The Netherlands

One officer

Investigative inquiries

Thailand

Two officers

Investigative inquiries

Thailand

Two officers

Investigative inquiries

United Arab Emirates,
The Netherlands

One officer

Investigative inquiries

Vietnam

One officer

Investigative inquiries

Vietnam, The Netherlands,
Panama

Three officers

Investigative inquiries

The Netherlands

Two officers

Investigative inquiries

New Zealand

Two officers

Investigative inquiries

United Arab Emirates

Two officers

Investigative inquiries

United Kingdom

Two officers

Pilot training

United States

Two officers

Pilot training

United States

Three officers

Aircraft maintenance training

United States
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APPENDIX 17: Overseas travel (continued)

Non-operational travel 2016-17
Name

Purpose

Country

Superintendent Darren Spooner and
Inspector Christopher Hickey

Research equipment

United States

Domenic Raneri

Conference

Germany

Detective Sergeant Jamie Gavan and
Detective Senior Constable Vincent McGrath

Conference

United States

Senior Constable Andrew Piper

Michael O'Brien Scholarship

United Kingdom, France,
Belgium, Netherlands,
Germany

Superintendent Mark Sweeney and Inspector Francine Poole

Conference

New Zealand

Detective Chief Inspector Bernhard Janssen and
Detective Inspector Peter Faux

Conference

New Zealand

Detective Sergeant Bruce Groenewegen and Anthony Macken

Conference

United States

Detective Chief Inspector Darren Beeche and
Senior Constable Nathan Trueman

Conference

United States

Detective Superintendent Mark Wright

Study tour

Canada, United States

Detective Superintendent Darren Bennett

Training

United States

Chief Inspector Joseph McNulty and Sergeant David Carlin

Trade fair

Germany

Luke Bradley and Senior Constable Songran Yang

Conference

Taiwan

Detective Sergeant Adam Nissen, Sergeant Andrew Wilson
and Senior Constable Andrew Patterson

Training

Cyprus,
Israel

Inspector Brett Smith, Sergeant Scott Robertson and
Lucas van der Walt

Research equipment

United Kingdom, United
States

Domenic Raneri

Conference

New Zealand

Detective Chief Inspector Andrew Slattery and
Detective Senior Constable Nicole Reid

Agency visit

United Kingdom

Superintendent Matthew Appleton

Training

India

Detective Superintendent Deborah Wallace and
Detective Chief Inspector David Adney

Conference

New Zealand

Dr Sarah Yule and Kim Oar

Conference

New Zealand

Detective Sergeant Marc Scholtes

Training

New Zealand

Superintendent Mark Hiron

Conference

United States

Chief Superintendent John Stapleton and
Chief Inspector Craig McNee

Agency visit

Belgium, France

Detective Superintendent Arthur Katsogiannis and
Detective Senior Constable Welas Wirawan

Agency visit

Israel, Singapore

Sergeant Cameron Henshaw

Conference

New Zealand

Deputy Commissioner Catherine Burn

Conference

United States

Deborah Marks and Natalie White

Training

United States

Superintendent Stephen Egginton

Training

India

Assistant Commissioner Mark Jenkins

Conference

United States
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Name

Purpose

Country

Chief Inspector Joseph McNulty and Sergeant David Carlin

Agency visit

Philippines, Singapore

Detective Senior Constable Alison Fahey

Law Enforcement Torch Run

Austria

Inspector Sheridan Waldau

Agency visit

New Zealand

Deputy Commissioner David Hudson

Agency visit

United Kingdom

Superintendent Mark Wright

Training

New Zealand

Superintendent Anthony Ferguson

Agency visit

Hong Kong

Dr Robert Fearn

Conference

The Netherlands

Adrian Leong

Conference

Canada, United States

Leading Senior Constable Guy Writer and
Senior Constable Plawit Wanpratumjinda

Training

New Zealand

Assistant Commissioner Mark Jenkins

Meeting

New Zealand

Assistant Commissioner Mark Murdoch

Research and agency visits

Lebanon, Israel,
France, United Kingdom,
United States

Detective Superintendent Murray Reynolds

Conference

New Zealand

Detective Superintendent Mark Wright

Training

Maldives

Detective Sergeant Richard Long

Conference

The Netherlands

Commissioner Michael Fuller

Conference

Canada

Deputy Commissioner David Hudson

Conference

Cambodia

Chief Inspector Peter Hinds

Agency visit

Sri Lanka

APPENDIX 18: Public interest disclosures
The Public Interest Disclosures Act 1994 sets in place a system to encourage public officials to report serious
wrongdoing.
Under the NSW Police Force Public Interest Disclosures Policy & Guidelines, the Code of Conduct & Ethics and
the Corruption Resistance Plan all staff, irrespective of their position, are expected to contribute to corruption
resistance.
These plans, however, do not exist in isolation. They rely on all staff managing corruption and misconduct risks
through their own professional and ethical conduct, and on the effective application of the Command
Management Framework, good supervisory practices and compliance with relevant corporate policies and
procedures.
•
•
•

The number of officers who made public interest disclosures this reporting year:
The number of public interest disclosures received in total:
The number of public interest disclosures received relating to:
(i) corrupt conduct
(ii) maladministration
(iii) serious and substantial waste of public money
(iv) government information contraventions
The number of public interest disclosures finalised:

2
2
2
0
0
0
1
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APPENDIX 19: Creditors payments & credit cards
Payment of accounts
1(a)

Accounts due or paid within each quarter
September
2016

December
2016

March
2017

June
2017

Number of accounts due for payment

47,158

41,591

43,850

74,761

Number of accounts paid on time

40,670

36,486

34,461

66,308

86%

88%

79%

89%

Dollar amount of accounts due for payment ('000)

$149,111

$106,373

$136,039

$201,948

Dollar amount of accounts paid on time ('000)

$119,801

$86,859

$89,017

$167,094

Actual percentage of accounts paid on time (based on
dollar amount)

80%

82%

65%

83%

Number of payments for interest on overdue accounts

54

146

85

66

$270.00

$211.00

$1,788.00

$250.00

Measure
All suppliers

Actual percentage of accounts paid on time
(based on number of accounts)

Interest paid on overdue accounts

1(b)

Creditors aged analysis as at 30 June 2017
Current
$’000

Between 30 and 60
days overdue
$’000

Between 60 and 90
days overdue
$’000

More than 90
days overdue
$’000

September

6,708

615

356

257

December

3,573

412

275

441

March

16,561

560

288

387

June

11,056

257

201

513

September

53

-

-

-

December

1

-

-

-

10

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Quarter

All suppliers

Small business suppliers

March
June

The above information is extracted from the Aged Accounts Payable Analysis as at September and December 2016
and March and June 2017. It includes data provided by the NSW Police Force’s external property service provider.
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2

Commentary

2(a)

Problems affecting prompt processing of payments during the year
•
•

2(b)
•
•
•

The fundamental reasons for delay are the finalisation by business units in the processing function and
disputes in connection with the correct rendering of valid tax invoices by suppliers, which includes
discrepancies between orders, goods received and invoices.
Penalty interest paid on overdue accounts was mainly due to delays in processing by NSW Police
Force’s external property service provider. The property service provider undertook a system migration
which commenced in December 2016 to final completion in March 2017. In addition, utility invoices were
sent to incorrect addresses which delayed payments to the suppliers and led to interest paid on overdue
accounts.

Initiatives implemented to improve payment performance
Vendors are requested to supply bank details for payment by EFT as part of the ongoing initiative to
reduce cheque printing and dispatch.
There is a greater use of the purchase card system in the NSW Police Force. Purchase card
transactions are excluded from this information.
Multiple accounts from vendors were consolidated by establishing a process of remitting a single
electronic invoice including business unit cost centres that can be uploaded to the NSW Police Force’s
finance system. This process generates a single payment as opposed to generating individual invoices
and corresponding payment for each service or goods ordered during the period.

Credit card certification
The use of approved credit cards for payment of expenses, in accordance with official NSW Police Force
business, is subject to Treasurer’s Directions 205.08 of the Public Finance and Audit Act 1983 and specific
guidelines issued by the Premier from time to time.
The credit card facility available within the NSW Police Force is the Corporate Visa Card. The card is issued to
approved persons for official business expenses. Most transactions using the card were for minor maintenance
and working expenses and overseas travel purposes.
The use of credit cards within the NSW Police Force for the period 2016-17 was satisfactory and has been in
accordance with the Premier’s Memoranda and Treasurer’s Directions.

APPENDIX 20: Matters arising from 2016-17 audit
There were no significant matters reported during the 2016-17 audit.
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APPENDIX 21: Insurance activities
Workers compensation: The workers compensation insurance policy covers workplace related injuries for all
unsworn staff and all sworn officers recruited after 1 April 1988. For 2016-17, the workers compensation premium
decreased by 7.2%. This was due to a decrease in claims experience.

Public liability: The public liability insurance policy covers all claims resulting from police activities for which the
NSW Police Force is legally liable. For 2016-17, the premium increased by 0.1%. The premium increase was due
to a slight increase in claim costs.

Motor vehicle: The motor vehicle insurance policy covers damage to any vehicle used by NSW Police Force for
authorised police operations and activities. For 2016-17, the motor vehicle premium decreased by 12.1%. The
premium decrease was mainly due to a decrease in benchmark rates used in the premium calculation.

Property: The property insurance policy covers loss or damage to property (other than motor vehicle) owned,
used, or in the control of the NSW Police Force. For 2016-17, the premium increased by 6.7%. The premium
increase was due to an increase in declared asset values and claims costs.

Miscellaneous: The miscellaneous insurance policy covers personal accident for volunteers, air travel and
personal effects. The 2016-17 premium increased by 25.3% which was due to an increase in claims costs and
overseas travel.

APPENDIX 22: Property Disposals
In 2016-17 the NSW Police Force sold two properties for a total of $0.22 million net.
Site

Proceeds ($ million)

138 Market Street, Balranald

0.13

16 Third Street, Quandialla

0.09

There were no properties disposed of which had a value of more than $5.0 million.
There were six buildings demolished and sites cleared to make way for two new police stations, with a combined
value of $0.364 million.
There was no family or business association between any of the buyers and the person responsible for approving
disposal.
All properties disposed of were no longer suitable or were surplus to NSW Police Force requirements. All
proceeds were retained and used to support the NSW Police Force’s capital expenditure program.
All properties disposed of in 2016-17 were sold in accordance with government policy. Documents relating to
property disposal may be accessed under the Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009.
NSW Police Force and Property NSW (another NSW Government entity) have collaborated on the development
of a business model under which Property NSW will take over ownership and control of NSW Police Force
employee housing stock. Property NSW will provide accommodation as a service to NSW Police Force for its
employees. All NSW Police Force owned housing stock will be vested to Property NSW ownership. NSW Police
Force transferred the first tranche of properties with combined value of $17.279 million to Property NSW.
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APPENDIX 23: Audits & reviews
The NSW Police Force Risk Management & Audit Committee consists of an independent chair, and two
independent members appointed by the Commissioner of Police.
The committee provides independent assurance to the Commissioner by overseeing and monitoring the NSW
Police Force’s governance, risk management, compliance and control frameworks, and its external accountability
requirements. The committee reviews all internal and external audit reports and provides advice to the
Commissioner on significant issues identified in the audit reports. The committee also monitors the
implementation of audit recommendations.
The committee ensures all internal audit functions are consistent with the relevant standard, Institute of Internal
Auditors International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing and any additional practice
requirements set by the Internal Audit & Risk Management Policy.

NSW Police Force Internal Audit and Risk Management Attestation Statement
for the 2016-17 Financial Year
I, Michael Fuller, Commissioner of Police, am of the opinion that the NSW Police Force has internal audit and risk
management processes in operation that are, excluding the exceptions or transitional arrangements described
below, compliant with the eight (8) core requirements set out in the Internal Audit & Risk Management Policy for
the NSW Public Sector, specifically:

Core Requirements

For each
requirement,
please specify
whether compliant,
non-compliant,
or in transition

Risk Management Framework
1.1
1.2

The agency head is ultimately responsible and accountable
for risk management in the agency.

Compliant

A risk management framework that is appropriate to the agency
has been established and maintained and the framework is consistent
with AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009.

Compliant

Internal Audit Function
2.1

An internal audit function has been established and maintained.

Compliant

2.2

The operation of the internal audit function is consistent with the
International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing.

Compliant

The agency has an internal audit charter that is consistent with the
content of the ‘model charter’.

Compliant

2.3

Audit and Risk Committee
3.1
3.2

3.3

An independent audit and risk committee with appropriate
expertise has been established.

Compliant; transitional

the audit and risk committee is an advisory committee providing
assistance to the agency head on the agency’s governance processes,
risk management and control frameworks, and its external
accountability obligations.

Compliant

The audit and risk committee has a charter that is consistent with
the content of the ‘model charter’.

Compliant
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APPENDIX 23: Audit & reviews (continued)

The chair and members of the Risk Management & Audit Committee were:
•
•
•
•

independent chair, Arthur Butler for a term from 1 January 2014 to 31 March 2018
independent member, Gerardine Brus for a term from 31 January 2017 to 30 January 2020
independent member, Jon Isaacs for a term from 31 January 2016 to 30 January 2019
non-independent member, Deputy Commissioner David Hudson, Corporate Services, for a term
from 1 November 2012 to 30 January 2017.

Departures from Core Requirements
I, Michael Fuller, Commissioner of Police, advise that the internal audit and risk management processes for the
NSW Police Force departs from the following core requirements set out in the Internal Audit and Risk
Management Policy for the NSW Public Sector:
The departure from the core requirements is due to the agency implementing measures to achieve compliance
with new policy requirements consistent with the permitted transitional arrangements.

Departure

Reason for departure and description of practicable
alternative measures implemented/being implemented

In Transition
Core Requirement 3.1

During the year the Audit & Risk Committee reconstituted the
committee to contain only independent members – that is,
obtain all members from the panel of Pre-qualification
Scheme: Audit & Risk Committee independent chairs and
members. The non-independent member was replaced.

These processes, including the practicable alternative measures [being] implemented, demonstrate that the NSW
Police Force has established and maintained frameworks, including systems, processes and procedures for
appropriately managing audit and risk within the NSW Police Force.

Michael Fuller APM
Commissioner of Police

Internal audits and reviews
Our Internal Audit & Review Unit provides an independent, objective assurance and advisory service to improve
the organisation’s operations. The unit reviews the administrative, financial, information technology and
communication, and human resource management functions that support the delivery of core policing services.
The unit completed four audits during 2016-17 including:
•
•
•
•

data analytics of key transactional data
information security management system – internal ISMS audit – ISO 27001:2013
ISO 9001: 2015 audit of NSW Police Force Taser laboratory certification
contract management for outsourced services.

The recommendations from these audits have resulted in improved management systems and compliance with
legislation, better accountability and improved internal controls to help achieve corporate objectives.
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External audits and reviews
During the year the Audit Office of NSW issued two performance audit reports that were relevant to the NSW
Police Force. These were: Preventing and Managing Worker Injuries and Agency Compliance with the GIPA Act.
Preventing and Managing Worker Injuries was a follow-up of a previous Audit Office of NSW performance audit.
The current audit focused on strengthening NSW Police Force proactive wellbeing and mental health
management practices. The report noted improvements made by the NSW Police Force and raised the following
recommendations:
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluation of the effectiveness of the Workforce Improvement Program initiatives before broader
adoption
Assist local area commanders embed leadership and welfare management skills training
Enhance the focus on doctor information sessions in supporting diagnosis and return to work practices
Improve return to work options through task availability and management focus
Continue to focus on containing scheme costs.

These recommendations were accepted by the NSW Police Force and action plans are in place to implement
them during 2017. Implementation of these recommendations is monitored by the Risk Management & Audit
Committee.
The Agency Compliance with the GIPA Act performance report covered a number of NSW Government agencies
and raised a series of observations and recommendations. The report and its recommendations were assessed
and reviewed by NSW Police Force management and the Risk Management & Audit Committee. No changes to
NSW Police Force GIPA Act compliance procedures were identified as necessary.

APPENDIX 24: Digital information security
I, Michael Fuller, consider the NSW Police Force has had an Information Security Management System
in place in 2016-17 that has met the core requirements of the Digital Information Security Policy for the NSW
Public Sector. I consider the security controls in place to mitigate identified risks to the digital information and
digital information systems of the NSW Police Force are adequate for the foreseeable future.
There is no agency under the control of the NSW Police Force which is required to develop an independent ISMS
in accordance with the NSW Government Digital Information Security Policy.
The NSW Police Force has maintained compliance with ISO 27001 Information technology - Security techniques
- Information security management systems - Requirements and independently reviewed by SAI Global
Certification Services Pty Ltd during the 2016-17 financial year.

Michael Fuller APM
Commissioner of Police
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APPENDIX 25: Asset purchase & protection
The purchase of assets is undertaken under delegation from specific asset acquisition allocations and recorded
in the Fixed Assets Register. For each asset, a description, serial number, cost and location by cost centre are
recorded. Individual administrative units run monthly validation reports to verify the expenditure incurred and the
assets purchased.
Asset audit listings at a cost centre level are available for review as required by managers. A physical audit of
assets against the Fixed Assets Register is undertaken annually with a certificate provided by each administrative
unit to the Chief Financial Officer. These certificates are available to the Auditor General during the audit of the
NSW Police Force accounts.

APPENDIX 26: Productivity data
The Australian Government Productivity Commission Report on Government Services provides an annual
overview of the justice sector, presenting both contextual information and high-level performance information
concerning the Police Forces of each state. The latest available data is for the year ended 30 June 2016.
This report includes a table showing the recurrent expenditure (including user cost of capital, less revenue from
own sources and payroll tax) per person on police services in each state.
The recurrent expenditure per person on NSW police services for the year ended 30 June 2016 was $451. This
represents an increase of 1.6% on the 30 June 2015 expenditure per person of $444.
Source: Australian Government Productivity Commission Report on Government Services 2017.
Volume C Page 1 of Table 6.A.10

APPENDIX 27: Major works in progress
Due for completion

Cost to 30/06/17
$'000

Bay & Basin Police Station

2018

47

Coffs Harbour Police Station

2017

19,976

Deniliquin Police Station

2017

11,405

Gunnedah Police Station

2018

1,051

Hazardous Materials Management Program

2018

67,065

Mount Druitt Police Station

2019

374

Police Dog Unit command facilities

2019

10

Southern Highlands Police Station

2018

4,253

Security Upgrade Program

2017

8,135

Tweed Heads Police Station

2017

24,520

Walgett Police Station

2017

15,216

Project
Building
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Due for completion

Cost to 30/06/17
$'000

Computerised Operational Policing System – phase three

2018

29,868

Critical Communications Enhancement Program

2019

3,544

Firearms & Licensing Information Management System

2018

2,206

Mainframe Upgrade

2018

1,160

Mobile Automatic Number Plate Recognition System (MANPR)

2018

5,788

Policing for Tomorrow (Mobility)

2019

22,212

Risk management compliance

2018

193

Simulated Operations Unit

2018

1,106

Specialist telecommunications system

2018

1,780

Technology Asset Refresh Program – phase three

2018

34,012

Voice infrastructure migration and data network upgrade

2018

20,478

Armoured vehicle replacement

2017

515

Fit-out for additional police officers’ vehicles

2018

2,014

Greater Metro Area terminal refresh

2018

13,982

Integrated light armoured vests

2019

3,607

Marine Vessel Replacement Program

2021

34

Polair 2 and 6 replacement

2018

9,422

Polair 8

2017

8,567

Police dog transport modules

2020

19

Prisoner transport vehicles

2018

1,206

Tactical Operations Unit – weapons replacement

2017

141

Project
Information and communications technology

Plant and equipment

Note: This appendix lists major capital works in progress managed by the NSW Police Force and the actual cost of those works
from project inception to 30 June 2017. Completion dates are estimates as published in the 2017-18 Infrastructure Statement
and may be subject to change.
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APPENDIX 28: Honours & awards
Commissioner’s Valour Award
Awarded to police officers for exceptional bravery in a life threatening situation with a clear and significant risk
to life.
Snr Cst Luke Thomas Warburton

Snr Cst Timothy Craig Thumpston

Snr Cst Timothy James Duffy

Cst Karen Elizabeth Lowden

Snr Cst David Dykes

Snr Sp Cst William Maurice Atkinson

Snr Cst Brad Lee Greenwood

Sp Cst 1st Class Nathan Peter Tasker

Commissioner’s Commendation – Courage
Awarded to police officers where the risk of life has been courageous under hazardous circumstances.
Insp Mark Leslie Smith

Snr Cst James Stuart McMillan

Det Snr Sgt Andrew Brian Layhe

Snr Cst Shane Christopher Pitt

Det Sgt Gary Charles Lowe

Snr Cst Mark Sydney Reynolds

Snr Sgt Paul Thomas Smith

Snr Cst Todd Steven Seydler

Sgt Dale Christopher Atterby

Snr Cst Mark Woodroffe

Sgt Gregory John Donaldson

Snr Cst Matthew Craig Zeibots

Sgt Troy Handley

Cst Lindsay John Elphick

Sgt Mark Justin McCulkin

Cst Alesandar Gallina

Sgt Elise Teeling

Cst Aaron Rhys Gaskell

L/Snr Cst Craig Holmes

Cst Jason Paul Immens

L/Snr Cst Matthew Bruce Warwick

Cst Christopher Michael Kelly

Det Snr Cst Gregory Matthew Camilleri

Cst Mathew Stephen Long

Det Snr Cst Mary Kathleen Crumlin

Cst Kevin John Mageean

Snr Cst Luke Robert Bakey

Cst Lisa Myers

Snr Cst Luke Douglas Buxton

Cst Matthew Graeme Phillis

Snr Cst Benjamin Joshua Byrnes

Cst John Michael Porter

Snr Cst Brett Andrew Ferrari

Cst Natalie Janet South

Snr Cst Julian Edward Hicks

Cst Matthew Lee Steele

Snr Cst Anthony Michael Hopley

Madeleine Pulver

Snr Cst Nicholas Glenn Leonard

Scott Pitt

Snr Cst Ashley Robert May
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Commissioner’s Commendation – Service
Awarded to recognise outstanding service.
His Excellency General The Honourable David Hurley AC, DSC (Ret'd)
Commissioner Greg Mullins AFSM

Snr Cst Bruce Miles Whitwell

Deputy Commissioner Catherine Judith Burn

Cst Nathan John O’Connor

Deputy Commissioner David William Hudson

Cst Alyce Kate Russell

Assistant Commissioner Denis John Clifford

Sp Cst Leanne Dalton

Assistant Commissioner Michael John Corboy

Sp Cst 1st Class Richard Andrew Lewer

Assistant Commissioner Jeffrey Allen Loy

Sp Cst 1st Class Benjamin James Orr

Ch Supt Adam Robb Whyte

John Given

Supt Doreen Esme Cruickshank

Raymond Morris Hadley OAM

Supt Brett Reginald Greentree

Robyn Rewa Harawira

Supt Mark Francis Sweeney

Linda Hurley

Ch Insp Leith Gardiner Kennedy

Alan Belford Jones AO

Ch Insp Kelvin Phillip Peter McKneight

Dr Michael Anthony Raymond AM

Sgt Geoffrey Graham Richardson

Zdenka Vaughan

Det Snr Cst Raymond Ferjallah Malkoun

Neville Worrell

Snr Cst Rahsan Keles

Commissioner’s Community Service Commendation
Awarded to sworn or unsworn staff who, as representatives of the NSW Police Force, raise more than $50,000
for a community cause or a not for profit organisation or raise a significant awareness of community issues over
a period of five years or more.
Assistant Commissioner Michael John Corboy

Commissioner’s Community Service Citation
Awarded to sworn or unsworn staff who as representatives of NSW Police Force, are appointed in an unpaid
volunteer position for five years or more consecutive years and have demonstrated an outstanding level of
service.
Assistant Commissioner Mark Oswell Jenkins

Snr Sgt Paul Thomas Bousfield

Supt Anthony James McWhirter (Ret’d)

Snr Sgt Benjamin James MacFarlane

Ch Insp Stephen James Blair

Sgt Mark Anthony Burgess

Ch Insp Stephen Bruce Hudson
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APPENDIX 28: Honours & awards (continued)

Commissioner’s Unit Citation
Awarded to police officers who collectively come together for a common purpose and perform outstanding
service which may involve bravery or other acts of merit.
Assistant Commissioner Mark John Murdoch

Det Snr Cst Mary Kathleen Crumlin

Det Supt Anthony John Cooke

Det Snr Cst Adam Alexander Daniel Evans

Det Supt Luke Gerard Moore

Det Snr Cst Mark Tomislav Nestorovic

Det Supt Allan John Sicard

Det Snr Cst Benjamin Paul Walsh

Supt Darryl Wayne Tuck

L/Snr Cst Dayne Peter Brown

Ch Insp Catherine Joan Cole

L/Snr Cst Craig Holmes

Ch Insp Christopher Bede Hickey

L/Snr Cst Joshua David Kasun

Det Insp David Raymond Goddard

L/Snr Cst Matthew Bruce Warwick

Det Insp David Geoffrey Moss

L/Snr Cst Paul Andrew Whitehead

Det Insp Ian Michael Rotsey

Snr Cst Luke Robert Bakey

Insp Mark Leslie Smith

Snr Cst Luke Douglas Buxton

Det Snr Sgt Andrew Brian Layhe

Snr Cst Brett Andrew Ferrari

Snr Sgt Paul Thomas Bousfield

Snr Cst Laura Jane Hallett

Snr Sgt Paul Thomas Smith

Snr Cst Julian Edward Hicks

Det Sgt Glenn Kenneth Chalker

Snr Cst Ashley Robert May

Det Sgt Gary Charles Lowe

Snr Cst Mark Sydney Reynolds

Det Sgt Andrew Paul Marks

Snr Cst Todd Steven Seydler

Sgt Raymond Constable

Snr Cst Mark Woodroffe

Sgt Dale Christopher Atterby

Snr Cst Matthew Craig Zeibots

Sgt John Samuel Byrom

Cst Aaron Rhys Gaskell

Sgt Andrew James Garner

Cst Adam David Guest

Sgt Ty Peter Hayes

Cst Jason Paul Immens

Sgt Brook Russell

Cst Karen Elizabeth Lowden

Sgt Elise Teeling

Cst John Michael Porter

Sgt Rene van Hoven

Cst Natalie Janet South

Det Snr Cst Lee Kevin Brown

Cst Dean Walter Turner

Det Snr Cst Gregory Matthew Camilleri

Amanda Jane Duncan

Det Snr Cst Darren Michael Cooper

Major Michael Sloman (ADF)

Commissioner’s Certificate of Merit
Awarded to sworn or unsworn staff for outstanding work under hazardous circumstances or for outstanding
performance of duty.
L/Snr Cst Michelle Prior

Ambulance officer Andrew Spasic

Cst Graham Shearley

Allen Andrews

Ambulance officer Michael Fifield

Barry Jennings
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Commissioner’s Certificate of Appreciation
Awarded to sworn and unsworn New South Wales Police Force employee where recognition for work
is deserved.
Insp Paul Sullivan

John Frederick Threlfo

Graham Gibbs

June Young OAM

Robyn Harawira

NSW Police Diligent & Ethical Service Medal
Awarded to sworn officers for 10 years of diligent and ethical service. A numbered clasp is awarded for each
additional five years of diligent and ethical service.
1243 – NSW Police Medals
1383 – Clasps to the NSW Police Medal
Retrospective NSW Police Diligent & Ethical Service Medals continued to be processed and awarded to former
police officers.

NSW Police Diligent & Ethical Service Medallion
Awarded to administrative officers for 10 years of diligent and ethical service. A numbered roundel is awarded for
each additional five years of diligent and ethical service.
371 – Medallions
361 – Roundels
Retrospective NSW Police Diligent & Ethical Service Medallions continued to be processed and awarded to
former administrative officers.

Commissioner’s Long Service Award
Awarded to administrative officers for 15 years of diligent service. A further distinguishing lapel pin is awarded for
each additional 10 years of diligent service.
514 – Lapel pins and certificates

AUSTRALIAN HONOURS & AWARDS
Australian Police Medal
Awarded for distinguished service by a member of an Australian police force.
Ch Supt Donna Elizabeth Adney

Ch Insp Tracy Maree Chapman

Det Supt Peter Glenn Thurtell

Ch Insp David Ian Forbes

Supt Anthony Paul Crandell

Ch Insp Anthony Mark Reneker

Supt Gregory Michael Martin

Ch Insp Christopher Andrew Smith

Supt Mark Andrew Wright

Ch Insp Kim Rene Sorenson

Det Ch Insp David Alfred Adney

Insp Donna-Marie Faul

Det Ch Insp Wayne David Humphrey

Sgt Paul Gerard Dilley

Det Ch Insp David Laidlaw

Snr Cst Paul Stephen Jones

Det Ch Insp Kevin Anthony McNeil
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APPENDIX 28: Honours & awards (continued)

Public Service Medal
Awarded for outstanding service by employees of the national, state, territory and local government.
Diane Elphinstone

Robyn Gloria Foster

National Police Service Medal
Awarded to sworn officers for 15 years of diligent and ethical service.
1368 – National Police Service Medals
277 – National Police Service Medals (retrospectively awarded)

National Medal
Awarded to sworn officers for 15 years of diligent and ethical service. A numbered Clasp is awarded for each
additional 10 years of diligent and ethical service.
801 – National Medal
315 – 1st Clasp to the National Medal
112 – 2nd Clasp to the National Medal
6 – 3rd Clasp to the National Medal

OTHER HONOURS & AWARDS TO MEMBERS OF THE NSW POLICE FORCE
NSW Police Award (Royal Life Saving NSW)
Awarded for outstanding attempt at saving human life by the application of life saving skills.
Insp Darren Brown

Snr Cst Judith Crawford

Sgt Scott Blach

Snr Cst Andrew Liashenko

Sgt Matthew Lehmann

Snr Cst Anthony Lynes

Sgt Ian Marshall

Snr Cst Michael Pellegrini

Sgt Phillip John Mounce-Stephens

Snr Cst Rodney Sutcliffe

Sgt Rowan Webber

Snr Cst Christopher Vallis

Det Snr Cst Cole James Shanahan

Snr Cst Mark Weisback

Former Det Snr Cst Michael Brooks

Snr Cst David Xavier

L/Snr Cst Denise Craig

Cst Hayley Bennett

Snr Cst Mitchell John Christie

Cst Lauren Gai Carney

Snr Cst Susan Ann Coleman

Cst Thomas Alexander Martin

Snr Cst Chris Cox

Cst Kay Press

Royal Humane Society Awards (NSW)
Awarded for acts of human bravery when saving or endeavouring to save life.
Snr Cst Darren Stinton
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Snr Cst Rolf Vogelsang

Statutory compliance index
Access, 124
Activities, 8-23, 116-117
Aims and objectives, 5
Agreements with Multicultural
NSW, 88
Annual Report production
costs, 105
Audited financial statements,
28-81
Consumer response, 95-96
Charter, 5
Consultants, 106
Credit card certification, 111
Disability plans, 87-88
Drug and alcohol testing, 94
Economic and other factors, 24
Financial Summary, 24-25
Funds granted to
non-government community
organisations, 47
Government Information
(Public Access) Act 2009,
90-92

Human resources, 83-87
Independent auditor’s report,
26
Internal Audit & Risk
Management Policy, 113-114
Internet address, 2, 105, 124
Land disposal, 112
Legal change, 97-105
Letter of submission to
the Minister, 2
Major works in progress,
116-117
Management and activities,
8-23, 114-117,
Management and structure,
5-7
Matters arising, 111
Multicultural policies and
services program, 88-89
Payment of accounts, 110
Performance, 11-23
Privacy and personal
information, 95

Productivity data, 116
Promotion, 107-109
Public Interest Disclosures
Act 1994, 109
Police pursuits, 106
Report of operations, 5-10,
24-25, 97-105, 124
Research and development,
105
Risk management and
insurance activities, 112-115
Senior executives, 84
Summary review of operations,
8-10, 24-25
Steroids tests, 94
Time for payment of accounts,
110
Work health and safety, 93
Workforce diversity, 86-87

Glossary
181D Section of the Police Act
1990 under which a police
officer is removed from the
NSW Police Force
AASB Australian Accounting
Standards Board
ABS Australian Bureau
of Statistics
ADVO Apprehended Domestic
Violence Order
AFP Australian Federal Police
APM Australian Police Medal
Auslan Australian
sign language
BOCSAR NSW Bureau of
Crime Statistics & Research
c@ts.i Complaints
Management System
CAD Computer Aided Dispatch
CALD Culturally and
linguistically diverse
CET Commissioner’s
Executive Team
COMPASS Command
Performance
Accountability System
COPS Computerised
Operational Policing System
Cth Commonwealth

DV Domestic violence
EEO Equal employment
opportunity
FTE Full time equivalent
employees
GIPA Act Government
Information (Public Access)
Act 2009
GST Goods and Services Tax
HR Human Resources
HRIP Act Health Records and
Information Privacy Act 2002
Ice Methamphetamine
IP Income protection
ISMS Information security
management system
ISO International Standards
Organisation
ISSN International Standard
Serial Number
LAC Local area command
LGBTI Lesbian, gay, bisexual,
trans and/or intersex
MANPR Mobile Automatic
Number Plate Recognition
MCLO Multicultural community
liaison officer
MPSP Multicultural Policies &
Services Program

NAATI National Accreditation
Authority for Translators
and Interpreters
NCAT NSW Civil and
Administrative Tribunal
NSCSP National Survey of
Community Satisfaction
with Policing
NSWIRComm NSW Industrial
Relations Commission
OIA Operational Information
Agency
OMCG Outlaw motorcycle
gang
PAL Police Assistance Line
PPD Partial and
permanent disability
PPIP Act Privacy and
Personal Information
Protection Act 1998
PSES Police Senior
Executive Service
PSM Public Service Medal
RPA Remotely piloted aircraft
SAP NSW Police Force’s
electronic finance system
TARP Technology Asset
Replacement Program
TMF Treasury Managed Fund
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Contact details
Emergency: Police, Fire, Ambulance
Triple Zero (000)
Use only for emergencies or life threatening
situations, 24 hours.

Police Assistance Line
131 444
For non-emergencies and general enquiries.
If you are a victim of crime, other than life threatening
or time critical emergency situations,
contact the Police Assistance Line, 24 hours.

Crime Stoppers
1800 333 000; www.nsw.crimestoppers.com.au
Report crime anonymously. If you have information about
people who are wanted by police, unsolved crimes or a crime
being planned, suspicious or unusual activity, contact
Crime Stoppers,24 hours. You don’t have to give your name.
The information will be passed immediately to relevant investigators.

NSW Police Force Headquarters
1 Charles Street, Parramatta NSW 2150
Postal address: Locked Bag 5102, Parramatta, NSW, 2124
Website: www.police.nsw.gov.au
Customer Assistance Unit: 1800 622 571 – 24 hours (free call)
For deaf and hearing impaired: (TTY) (02) 9211 3776 – 24 hours

Region offices
Central Metropolitan
Level 7, Sydney Police Centre
151-241 Goulburn Street
Surry Hills NSW 2010
(02) 9265 4920 – business hours

Northern
Level 2 & 3
Cnr Church and Watt Streets
Newcastle NSW 2300
(02) 4929 0688 – business hours

North West Metropolitan
Level 10
2-10 Wentworth Street
Parramatta NSW 2150
(02) 9407 3099 – business hours

Southern
Level 5
77 Market Street
Wollongong NSW 2500
(02) 4223 0851 – business hours

South West Metropolitan
Suite 204, Level 2
1 Moore Street
Liverpool NSW 2170
(02) 8738 2699 – business hours

Western
Level 2
143 Brisbane Street
Dubbo NSW 2830
(02) 6883 1704 – business hours

Police are listed under ‘Police NSW’ in the White Pages – Business and Government.
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